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Electrostatics at the nanoscale
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Electrostatic forces are amongst the most versatile interactions to mediate the assembly of

nanostructured materials. Depending on experimental conditions, these forces can be long- or short-

ranged, can be either attractive or repulsive, and their directionality can be controlled by the shapes of

the charged nano-objects. This Review is intended to serve as a primer for experimentalists curious

about the fundamentals of nanoscale electrostatics and for theorists wishing to learn about recent

experimental advances in the field. Accordingly, the first portion introduces the theoretical models of

electrostatic double layers and derives electrostatic interaction potentials applicable to particles of

different sizes and/or shapes and under different experimental conditions. This discussion is followed

by the review of the key experimental systems in which electrostatic interactions are operative.

Examples include electroactive and ‘‘switchable’’ nanoparticles, mixtures of charged nanoparticles,

nanoparticle chains, sheets, coatings, crystals, and crystals-within-crystals. Applications of these and

other structures in chemical sensing and amplification are also illustrated.
1. Introduction

Over the past several decades, chemists and materials scientists

have developed numerous ways to synthesize nanoparticles

(NPs) with increasingly well controlled1–11 shapes, sizes, and

polydispersities from a wide variety of materials, including

metals,1–4 polymers,5,6 semiconductors,7,8 oxides,9,10 and other
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inorganic salts.11,12 In addition to characterizing1,13–15 the

optical,16–21 electronic,19,22 mechanical,23–31 and catalytic23–27

properties of the individual NPs in solution, much effort has been

devoted to implement methods to assemble these particles into

larger ordered28–33 or disordered34–37 superstructures. These

assembly strategies rely on the presence of many different types

of interparticle interactions, including van der Waals (vdW),37–40

magnetic,41–44 electrostatic,28,30,32,41–45 molecular dipole,46,47

hydrogen bonding,48–57 and covalent crosslinking.58 The strength,

range and directionality of these interactions can be controlled

by the material properties of the NPs’ cores,37–40,59–62 the ligands

on the particles’ surface,31,35,36,46 the solute surrounding the

NPs,28,30,47,63 or by external stimuli such as light,35,47,64–67

pH,46,68,69 temperature,70–72 or applied field/potential.73 While
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many of these forces are strictly attractive or operate at a single

characteristic length scale, electrostatic interactions between NPs

can be either attractive or repulsive, and their magnitudes and

range can be controlled by adjusting the charge on the NP

surfaces, dielectric constant of the surrounding solvent or the NP

core, or by the concentration of ions present in solution.

The fact that electrostatic interactions are so readily ‘‘adjust-

able’’ has motivated their use in numerous NP systems (see

Fig. 1). One area of interest is the interactions between charged

NPs and biological macromolecules (see Fig. 2). For example,

charged particles interacting with proteins can change the elec-

trostatic environment of the latter and thus affect the pKa’s of the

acidic/basic amino acids. This, in turn, can cause denaturation of

the protein,74–76 an increase77–79 or decrease74,80–84 in protein

activity, a change in the specificity of the active site,82 or a shift in

the active site’s redox potential.85–88 Many of these changes can

be controlled by the nanoparticle ‘‘chaperone’’ itself – for

instance, the shift in redox potential depends on the diameter of

the NP.87,88 Proteins are not the only biological molecules studied

in conjunction with NPs. Another vibrant area of research

focuses on the interactions between nanoparticles and (charged)

DNA strands. The conformation of DNA tethered onto nano-

particles has been studied in the absence of complementary

strands,89 with single-stranded DNA used as a stabilizing ligand

in salt solutions. Introducing complementary DNA strands

induces NP assembly,90–93 and mixtures of DNA-decorated NPs

have been shown to self-assemble into linear chains,94 ribbons,94

and rings.95 The principle of DNA-mediated NP self-assembly

has provided the basis for high-precision assays recognizing

multiple DNA targets90,92 with sensitivity down to zeptomols.96

Electrostatic interactions between and assembly of charged

NPs have been studied for a wide variety of particle shapes,
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including uniformly sized spheres,28 cubes,97 tetrahedra,33,98

rods,99 triangles,99 as well as mixtures containing spheres with

different diameters63 and also mixtures of two differently shaped

NPs.99 The electrostatic effects underlying these assemblies

derive from charged or dipolar functionalities within the self-

assembled monolayers88,100–102 (SAMs) which coat the particles.

For interacting spheres, electrostatic forces mediate the forma-

tion of disordered aggregates or crystalline structures whose

internal ordering depends on the charges32 and sizes of the

particles,63 as well as the screening length.28,30,32 In all cases, the

observed crystal structures correspond to a minimum-energy

configuration of the NPs.28,30,32,103 Of course, electrostatic

assembly methods are not limited to spheres. For instance, when

nanocubes have zero, two, four, or five of their six faces coated

with ionic ligands, these faces on different cubes repel one

another causing the particles to organize into, respectively, three

dimensional crystals,97,104 flat sheets, linear chains, or doublets.97

Electrostatic forces can also mediate the assembly of nanoscopic

plates into large crystalline superlatticies,105 can control mutual

positions of charged particles with precision down to a few

nanometers,99 or can determine interactions with larger systems

including living cells (where charge on nanosized particles affects

their toxicity106–108 and/or cellular uptake109–111).

There are two key components that determine electrostatic

interactions in nanoparticulate systems. First is the charged

molecules tethered onto the particle surface. Usually, these

molecules form self-assembled monolayers – of thiols, disulfides,

or dithiolanes on Au,112,113 Ag,114–116 Cu,117–120 Pt,121 Pd,121–124 or

Ni125–127 NPs; of silanes on silica,128–131 alumina128–131 or

titania,132,133 of phosphoric134,135 or carboxylic135–137 acids on iron

oxides, etc. While the chemistry of SAMs and the use of specific

charged groups (COO�, SO3
�, PO3

�, N(CH3)3
+) have been
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Fig. 1 Electrostatics in various systems/applications at micro- and nanoscales. (a–c) Biological examples include (a) biomineralization of charged

inorganic/organic species (here, a fragment of a micro-organism called a diatom grown through the biomineralization of charged organosilicates;

reprinted with permission from ref. 237), (b) cellular uptake of charged nanoparticles which is dependent on both charge polarity and magnitude (here,

NPs located in the cytosol are functionalized with green fluorescent groups and NPs in the cell nuclei are functionalized with red fluorescent groups; scale

bar is 20 mm; reprinted with permission from Elsevier, ref. 238) and (c) how surface potential within regions of a protein influences functionality. Shown

here is the DNA binding b subunit from E. coli DNA polymerase III. Blue and red colors denote regions of positive and negative surface potential,

respectively; the positive charge at the center of the protein facilitates DNA complexation. Reprinted with permission from AAAS, ref. 239. (d–f)

Electrostatics is also a useful in assembling surface coatings. Examples include (d) the so-called layer-by-layer assembly (shown here are cross-sectional

views of zeolite crystals assembled between polyelectrolyte layers on glass substrates; one, two and three zeolite layers are shown; scale bar is 1 mm;

reprinted with permission from ref. 240; Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society), (e) the use of repulsive electrostatic interactions to drive

crystallization of Raman-active, close-packed mono and multilayers of gold nanotriangles (scale bar is 1 mm; reprinted with permission from ref. 105;

Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2010) and (f) the deposition of densely packed films incorporating negatively and positively charged

NPs (scale bar is 100 nm; reprinted with permission from ref. 200; Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society). (g–i) Electrostatics also provides

a versatile route to materials with crystalline ordering (g) Binary crystals of fluorescent charged microparticles (scale bar is 10 mm; Reprinted by

permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials,30 copyright 2003), (h) three dimensional crystals of oppositely-charged metal nano-

particles (reprinted with permission from ref. 169, Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2009) and (i) one of various binary nanoparticle

superlattices (scale bar is 40 nm; Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials,32 copyright 2006).

1318 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 2 Nanoparticle structures assembled using various charged

biomolecules. Complimentary strands of DNA direct assembly of (a)

spherical nanoparticles (reprinted with permission from ref. 241; Copy-

right 1998 American Chemical Society) or (b) rods (ref. 242; Reproduced

by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry). Scale bars are,

respectively, 20 nm and 100 nm. (c) Reversible assembly of nanorods has

also been achieved through the use of a conformational change in a pH

responsive polypeptide, poly(L-glutamaic acid). Scale bar is 50 nm. (d) The

assembly/disassembly cycles are monitored by the shifts in the position of

the rods’ longitudinal plasmon resonance. Reprinted with permission

from ref. 46; Copyright 2008 IOP Publishing. (e) Charged strands of DNA

have also been used to template the electrostatic assembly of nanoparticles

into linear strands or bundles (as shown here). Scale bar is 25 nm.

Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Mate-

rials,94 copyright 2003. (f) Brome mosaic virus adsorbs onto NP surface via

electrostatic attraction, and subsequently crystallizes into a capsid form-

ing a ‘virus like particle’. Scale bar is 50 nm. Reprinted with permission

from ref. 243; Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
reviewed in detail elsewhere,102,138–140 it should be mentioned that

charge within the monolayer can be adjusted by the use of neutral

‘‘diluting’’ ligands—in this way, the so-called mixed SAMs

(mSAMs) can be prepared with their net surface-charge density,

s, controlled by the fraction of charged molecules (for recent

reviews of mSAMs, the reader is directed to141,142). In some

interesting mSAM systems, the charged and uncharged thiols

phase-separate to give ‘‘striped’’ nanoparticles—such inhomo-

geneous charge distributions lead to unusual forms of interpar-

ticle potentials (see ref. 143 and references therein).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
The second way to control electrostatic effects in NP systems is

through the electrostatic double layer (EDL) surrounding the

particles. The EDL is comprised of solvent molecules and ions

that are attracted to the charged surface, generally resulting in

a locally increased concentration of counterions and decreased

concentration of coions relative to their bulk-solution values.

Importantly, the thickness of the EDL determines the range of

electrostatic interactions in solution. The increased counterion

and decreased coion concentration surrounding the particle

causes the potential around the particle to decay exponentially

with a characteristic length scale k�1 (the Debye screening

length). As more ions are added to the solution surrounding the

NP, the value of k�1 decreases so that the NPs need to be closer to

one another in order to interact electrostatically.

Several theoretical models describing the EDL have been

developed over the last 150 years, with their focus mainly on

describing the interactions in colloidal systems. In an early

model, Helmholtz144 described the EDL as a monolayer of

counterions on a charged surface. Later, Gouy145,146 and

Chapman147 treated the EDL as a diffuse charged layer near

a charged surface – this approach led to the so-called Poisson–

Boltzmann equation, which we discuss in detail later in this

Review. These fundamental continuum models have been refined

to include the effects of counterion size, changes in the dielectric

constant, and image charges; they have also been simplified into

more analytically tractable forms that can be used to describe

interactions between particles of various shapes, sizes, and

compositions.

We will begin this Review by a detailed discussion of models

describing the EDL. Since our focus is on nanoscopic systems, we

will pay special attention to the fact that in this regime, the size of

the counter or coions can be within an order of magnitude of the

charged nano-object itself. A question that naturally arises is

then whether the ions can be treated by the continuum formalism

of partial differential equations (in particular, Poisson–Boltz-

mann) or does the description of the EDL need to account for the

ions’ discreet nature. Once we address these issues, we will then

turn our attention to the theoretical description of the boundary

between the nano-object and its ionic atmosphere. With these

preliminaries, we will be in position to develop interaction

potentials acting between charged objects of different shapes and

sizes and will be able to rationalize electrostatic phenomena

behind the experimental, nanoscale systems discussed in Section

4. Although this Review will certainly not be a complete survey

of nanoscale electrostatics, we hope it will provide a compre-

hensive background and methodology to allow the readers to

derive basic formulas describing their own systems of charged

nano-objects.
2. Models of the electrostatic double layer

Generally, models of the EDL aim at determining the spatial

concentration profiles/distributions of ions surrounding

a charged object. These distributions can be determined by

a number of different routes, including Monte Carlo (MC) or

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, integral equations and

statistical mechanical models, or continuum descriptions of the

local ion concentrations. What is important to remember is that

each type of calculation has its advantages and limitations. The
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 | 1319



MD/MC simulations and statistical models can be easily

formulated to account for large numbers of interionic interac-

tions, but they are limited by computational resources and can

treat only relatively small systems. Continuum descriptions can

be analyzed either analytically or numerically, but they discount

the finite-size nature of the ions and many of the intermolecular

interactions that appear in other models.
2.1 Molecular-level descriptions of the electrostatic double

layer

At the molecular level, the distribution of ions within the EDL

can be studied by either MD or MC methods with ion–ion

interactions taken into account explicitly. Most commonly,

either the so-called restricted primitive model (RPM) or the mean

spherical approximation (MSA), are used. In RPM, the charged

species (the NP and the ions surrounding it) are treated as hard-

sphere objects that interact with one another via long-ranged

interactions (i.e., full Coulombic interactions) through

a ‘‘continuum’’ solvent characterized by a uniform dielectric

constant. The MSA retains the formulation of hard-sphere

interactions between charged species from the RPM, but

simplifies the long range interactions by linearizing the electro-

statics. An offshoot of the MSA model is the MSA-HNC model

(MSA with hypernetted-chain) which retains the hard-sphere

interactions, improves the accuracy of the long range interactions

by including non-linear electrostatics, and also accounts for short

range interactions (i.e., van der Waals forces). It should be

remembered that the MSA linearization of the electrostatic

interactions is a simplification that underestimates the interac-

tions between highly charged particles and can give unphysical

values for the ion distribution functions around a NP; hence the

MSA-HNC is preferable under these circumstances.

The potential generated by an isolated charged particle at

location ri is 4iðrÞ ¼
zie

4p303jr� rij
and the electrostatic potential

energy required to bring an additional charged particle, labeled j

and of charge zje, from infinitely far away to a position rj is given

by

U
qq
ij ¼ zje

�
4i

�
rj

�
� 4iðNÞ

�
¼ zizje

2

4p303
��ri � rj

�� (1)

where the potential of the charge on particle j is raised from zero

to 4j. When a system of charged particles and ions is considered,

eqn (1) is written as a summation over all possible pairs. Since the

potential’s r�1 decay is long-ranged, simulations of the EDL

around NPs must include a large volume of solvent, be periodic,

or use an approximation for the potential far away from the

charged surface. The hard-sphere interactions between ions, NPs

and solvent molecules are defined by:

Uhs
ij ¼

�
N jri � rj j\ ai þ aj

0 jri � rj j$ ai þ aj
(2)

which prevents particles from overlapping. While this expression

can be used easily in MC simulations, the step change in potential

causes an infinite force when particles overlap and thus cannot be

easily implemented in MD simulations. To circumvent this

challenge, the first line of eqn (2) is often approximated by

a continuous function that rapidly diverges to N as |ri � rj|
1320 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344
approaches ai + aj so that no infinite forces can occur. The energy

of the system may then be computed from the sum:

U ¼ 1

2

X
i

X
jsi

�
Uhs

ij þU
qq
ij

�
(3)

where the infinite self-energy terms, Uqq
ii and Uhs

ii , are excluded

from the summation and the leading factor of 1/2 prevents

double counting of the electrostatic interactions.

Of course, charge-charge interactions are not the only elec-

trostatic interactions that can affect NPs. The restricted primitive

and MSA models neglect contributions due to induced electrical

polarization of the NPs, ions and solvent, and also any perma-

nent dipoles that may reside on the molecules comprising the

solvent, both of which can significantly affect the distribution of

ions around a NP. One way to account for polarization is to

assign each NP, ion, and solvent molecule a dipole moment p,

that may be permanent (as in water), or induced (for example, by

the electric field generated by the NP and EDL). The energetic

contribution of these dipoles may be included by introducing

the terms:

U
pq
li ¼

qipl,ðri � rlÞ
4p303jri � rl j3

U
pp
lk ¼

1

4p303

 
pl,pk

jrl � rkj3
� 3
ðpl,ðrl � rkÞÞðpk,ðrl � rkÞÞ

jrl � rkj5

! (4)

where Upq
li is the energetic contribution for charge–dipole inter-

actions between charges i and dipoles l, Upp
lk is the dipole–dipole

term for dipoles l and k, and pl is the dipole moment. Both Upq
li

and Upp
lk must be summed over all unique interactions to find their

total contribution to the electrostatic potential energy of the

system.

The above expressions are only strictly valid in the case of

a uniform dielectric constant. This assumption, however, is

virtually never valid in systems of charged nanoparticles, where

the dielectric constant of NP cores ranges from 3 z N (metallic

NPs) to 3 � 2 to 4 (polymeric NPs) while the surrounding

solvents have dielectric constants ranging from 3 ¼ 80.1 (water)

to 3 � 2 (alkanes).148 Therefore, the electrostatic interactions

around the NP surface are effectively weighted by a mean

dielectric constant. In the limit of strongly charged NP surfaces

this dielectric renormalization can cause large charge accumu-

lation of counterions in the EDL which further decrease the

dielectric constant around the NP with respect to the value of the

solvent at infinite distance.

If the dielectric constant varies, the potential must satisfy

Poisson’s equation of the form V$(3(r)V4(r)) ¼ �r(r)/30 which

relates the potential to the charge density, r, and dielectric

constant, 3. Several methods have been developed to mathe-

matically account for the variations in dielectric constant, as

shown in Fig. 3, including the point-inducible dipole and local

dielectric constant models for the entire system,149 and applica-

tion of the method of images for systems with isolated regions

of non-uniform dielectric constant.150 Finally, we note the

most accurate simulations of EDL also take into account van der

Waals dispersion forces and also magnetic dipole moments,

both of which can also be expressed as sums of pairwise

interactions.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 4 Schematic representations of a positively charged NP (red) sur-

rounded by charged counter/coions (blue/red) from two different theo-

retical perspectives. (a) The primitive model, PM, and mean spherical

approximation, MSA, treat the NP and surrounding ions as hard spheres

with the solvent as a continuum. (b) The PB models simplify the theo-

retical description by treating both solvent and ions as continuous

distributions. (c) The radial distribution functions, g, of anions (blue, of

radius r� ¼ 0.425 nm) and cations (red, of radius r+¼ 0.2125 nm) around

a positive NP (rNP¼ 1.5 nm, q¼ 36) as functions of the distance from the

particle surface normalized with respect to the cation radius, r/r+. The

MSA/HNC model (solid lines, corresponds to diagram in (a)) shows an

‘‘oscillatory’’ behavior while the non-linear PB model with size-asym-

metric ions (dashed lines, corresponds to diagram in (b)) predicts

a monotonic behavior. Inset shows region not in view of the main graph.

Fig. 3 Illustrations of various models used in defining the dielectric

constant. The dielectric environment can be (a) constant across the entire

region of interest (including inside any particles), (b) constant within

defined local regions, (c) a continuous moving average across a region

defined by external parameters (e.g., local particle concentration), or (d)

approximated by a series of well defined point dipoles.
What are the key results of the EDL simulations? In most cases,

these methods yield distributions of counterions around charged

objects similar to those predicted by continuum models (to be dis-

cussed in the next Section). Of course, there are notable exceptions

which arise when the NP is either highly charged (when s > e/l2
B,

where lB is the Bjerrum length discussed in Section 2.2; this

corresponds to s > 0.33 C m�2 for monovalent ions in water at 25
�C), for which MC simulations predict clustering or layering of the

surrounding counterions,151 or when the asymmetry in the size of

the ions present in the EDL is significant enough that correlation

functions describing the distributions of counterions and coions

exhibit characteristic oscillations.151–153 Such oscillations are illus-

trated in Fig. 4c, which has the MSA-HNC154,155 radial ionic

concentrations for both coions (red lines) and counterions (blue

lines) around a nanoparticle. For comparison, the monotonic

dependencies from a simple continuum model are also shown –

while this continuum model can account for size asymmetry of co/

counterions, it fails to describe properly the forces between the ions.

We note that for an infinitely dilute system of charged nano-

particles it has been shown that the ionic size asymmetry in

monovalent electrolytes can promote an unequal charge neutral-

ization (i.e., ions of various sizes have different ‘efficiencies’ at

screening charge) resulting in either charge inversion or charge

amplification.151,156,157 In such systems, charge inversion occurs

when the native colloidal/nanoparticle charge is overcompensated

at certain distances within the EDL by small counterions which

adsorb on the NPs surface and screen charge more effectively than

the larger counterions. Charge amplification occurs when the size-

asymmetry of the surrounding ions causes more like-charged

coions to be present around the particle or when a weakly charged

nanoparticle adsorbs like-charged ions on its surface via other
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
attractive interactions (i.e., van der Waals interactions). Because

continuum models based on PB equation do not account for many

of these inter-ionic interactions, they rarely are able to predict the

occurrence of these types of phenomena.156–158 As a result, other

theories which rely upon the PB equation also fail when there are

strong electrostatic interactions between counterions residing close

to a particle surface.159–161 These inter-ionic correlations can be

circumvented by using afore mentioned methods or by using

density functional theories for nanoparticles.162
2.2 Continuum models of electrostatic interactions

The key difference between the continuum models and the

discrete models discussed above is that instead of each charged
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 | 1321



molecule being addressed individually, only the average

concentration of each species is determined at each point in the

simulation. In order to apply the tools of thermodynamics, it is

necessary to assume that the EDLs surrounding the NPs have

equilibrated with any externally applied fields and are in their

thermodynamically favored state. This means that the electro-

chemical potential of each species present in the system must be

constant throughout this system—this simple fact provides the

necessary foundation from which analytical models for the EDL

may be developed.

Since the energy of the system is a sum of electrostatic and

non-electrostatic contributions (e.g., hard sphere, van der Waals

interactions, and dispersion forces due to the solvent), the

changes of chemical potential from a reference state may be

written as

Dmk
e ¼ Dmk

c + Dmk
es (5)

where the superscript k denotes a particular species, me denotes

the electrochemical potential, mc denotes the chemical potential,

mes the electrostatic potential, and the reference state is the

electrolyte solution infinitely far from the NP. The chemical

potential may be further broken down into (i) an ideal compo-

nent, where Dmk
c,ideal ¼ kBT ln(nk(r)/nk(N)) represents the change

in chemical potential due to concentrating or diluting the number

density, nk, relative to its concentration infinitely far from the

particle, nk(N), and (ii) a correction that accounts for intermo-

lecular forces, Dmk
c,real. Similarly, the electrostatic potential for

a point charge may be written as Dmk
es ¼ zke(4(r) � 4(N))163

which accounts for the energy required to raise a particle with

charge ezk from potential 4(N) to 4(r) (e is the charge on an

electron, zk is the number of charges on the particle). Substituting

these relationships into eqn (5), we then obtain:

Dmk
e ¼ kBTln(nk(r)/nk(N)) + zke(4(r) � 4(N)) + Dmk

c,real (6)

From this expression, it is possible to determine the system-

wide distribution of each ion by setting Dmk
e ¼ 0, which means

that the electrochemical potential for each species is constant

throughout the system (i.e., the ions near the NP surface are in

equilibrium with the bulk ions in the electrolyte) and applying the

commonly used approximation that 4(N) ¼ 0; this procedure

gives:

nkðrÞ ¼ nkðNÞ exp

�
� ezk4

kBT

	
exp

 
�

Dmk
c;real

kBT

!
(7)

Multiplying nk by the charge per ion, ezk, gives charge density,

r, that can be substituted into the Poisson–Boltzmann equation,

V$(3V4) ¼ �r/30, to give:

V,ð3V4Þ ¼ � e

30

X
k

"
zknkðNÞexp

�
� ezk4

kBT

	
exp

 
�

Dmk
c;real

kBT

!#

(8)

Various sets of assumptions about the ion-ion and ion-particle

interactions can be input into eqn (8), which serves as a basis for

the most commonly used EDL theories that are derived from the

PB equation. When the ions in the system are treated as ideal

point charges, 3 is constant in each phase (for instance, a NP core
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has 3(r) ¼ 31, the ligands in the SAM have 3(r) ¼ 32, and the

solvent has 3(r) ¼ 33 – each area is a separate phase in terms of

how the PB equation is applied) and the electrolyte is

‘‘symmetric’’ (that is, z(+) ¼ �z(�) ¼ z and n(+)(N) ¼ n(�)(N) ¼
nN), two important values can be introduced, the dimension-

less potential, j ¼ ze4/kBT, and the Debye screening length,

k�1 ¼ (kBT303/2e2z2nN)1/2, so that:

V2j ¼ 2e2z2nN

kBT303
sinhðjÞ ¼ k2sinhðjÞ (9)

which is the most common formulation of the Poisson Boltz-

mann equation. Due to the nonlinearity introduced by the sinh

term, it is difficult to integrate this equation analytically, and,

unlike the MD and MC models above, the potentials from

multiple charged NPs cannot be superimposed which means that

the PB equation must be solved for every change of systemic

variables. These difficulties, however, can be circumvented by

using a linearized form of eqn (8):

V2j ¼ �e2

kBT303

"X
k

zknk �
X

k

z2
knkjþ :::

#

z

e2
P

k

z2
knk

kBT303
j ¼ k2j

(10)

where the first term in the brackets is zero due to the electro-

neutrality of the solvent, and the higher order terms of the

Taylor expansion are ignored. This expansion is valid for j < 1,

or 4 # 25 mV at room temperature, and defines k based on the

ionic strength of the electrolyte solution. The major benefits of

this linearization are that the equation can be integrated

analytically and that its solutions can be superimposed allowing

interaction potentials to be derived for many combinations of

differently shaped nano-objects.

On the other hand, it should be emphasized that linearized PB

equation cannot be used to model strongly charged systems,

mainly because in such cases the ions around the NP cannot be

treated as non-interacting and their correlations should be taken

into account (see Section 2.1). The key quantity to be considered is

then so-called Bjerrum length, lB ¼ e2/4p3o3rkBT, which is the

distance at which the electrostatic potential energy of two

elementary charges e in a solvent with a relative dielectric constant

3r is comparable to the thermal energy kBT. The corollary is that if

two oppositely charged ions are within a distance lB, they pair-up

to decrease the electrostatic energy at the expense of entropy

(thermal energy) they would gain if they were dissociated. Due to

the high concentration of ions around a strongly charged nano-

object, the local dielectric constant is low and the Bjerrum length

can be over 1 nm indicating that the ions have a tendency to ‘‘pair

up’’ and cannot be treated as independent.

Many extensions and corrections to the PB equation have been

developed to estimate various effects that produce increasingly

complex equations and generally provide a better fit to

experimental data. For example, if hard-sphere interactions

are considered between the electrolyte and the NPs, then the

first layer of ions interacting with a charged surface cannot be ad-

sorbed directly onto the surface and, instead, they are separated

from the surface by one ionic radii. When all ions have the same

size, this is represented by the so-called Stern model:164,165
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 5 Illustration of the three types of boundary conditions applied to PB model of a spherical NP. The constant-charge boundary condition in (a,b)

keeps the charged density on the NP surface constant, regardless of (a) low or (b) high concentration of ions surrounding the particle. The constant-

potential boundary in (c,d) fixes the surface potential of the NP and is, strictly speaking, appropriate only for ‘‘bare’’ nano-objects serving as electrodes.

Finally, the charge-regulating boundary condition in (e,f) is much more dynamic in that neither the surface charge density nor the surface potential are

kept constant, but rather remain functions of the ion concentration surrounding the particle by coupling a mass balance equation (which describes the

number of ions on the NP surface which are disassociated and have a net charge) with the PB equation. Plots of each boundary condition under (g) low

and (h) high ion concentration show the differences in potential profiles around the NP (rNP ¼ 5 nm).
V2j ¼
�

0 0\r0\aion

k2sinhðjÞ aion\r0
(11)

where r0 is measured from the surface outward rather than from

the center of a particle, and j is subject to a matching condition

at r0 ¼ aion and r0 ¼ 0 at the charged surface. This theory was

extended by Valleau and Torrie to include two different sized

ions, of radii a1 and a2, where a1 < a2. In this model, two

Helmholtz layers are formed – one for each type of ion (see

monotonic functions in Fig. 4c). The potential in this system then

decays as:

V24 ¼

0 0\x\a1

� ez1n1ðNÞ
303

exp

�
� ez14

kBT

	
a1 \x\a2

� e

303

X2

k¼1

zknkðNÞexp

�
� ezk4

kBT

	
a2 \x

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(12)

These more detailed descriptions of the double layers around

charged particles can predict phenomena such as overcharging of

nanoparticles151 and are more appropriate for highly charged

surfaces. They also provide a good first approximation for the

potential when the size asymmetry between counter- and coions

is large without requiring the additional computations via

molecular-level models.
2.3 Boundary conditions

As for every partial differential equation, the PB equation

requires the boundary conditions to be specified. The most
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
important of these conditions—one reflecting the nature of the

charged nano-object—is at the particle/solution interface and

accounts for the way in which the particle acquires charge in

solution through, typically, the dissociation of counterions. As in

all other electrostatic systems, the potential at the NP/solvent

interface must be continuous, 4in ¼ 4out, and Gauss’s law must be

satisfied, (3inV4in � 3outV4out)$n ¼ s/30, where n is the outward

normal to the interface, and the superscripts in and out denote the

particle and solvent, respectively. While the potential is calcu-

lated, and the dielectric constant specified, the surface charge

density, s, remains to be defined. In most systems of charged NPs,

a dissociable group is exposed on the surface of a self-assembled

monolayer, SAM, stabilizing the particle. The dissociation of

ionizable groups in a SAM, AB % A� + BH, is characterized by

the equilibrium constant Kd ¼ 1/Kb ¼ [A�][BH]/[AB], where Kd is

the dissociation constant and Kb is the association/binding

constant. If the molecules comprising the SAM were free in

solution, the dissociation of each individual molecule would not

affect other molecules. However, when the dissociable molecules

are tethered onto a surface, the dissociation of each molecule

causes a subsequent increase in the potential of the nearby

molecules (if their cationic portions remain adsorbed; as in SAMs

of alkane thiols terminated in –N(CH3)3
+), or a decrease in the

potential (if the anionic portions of the molecules remain adsor-

bed; as in SAMs of alkane thiols terminated in –COO�). This

interplay between potential and association/dissociation of the

ligands and ions from solution causes this form of boundary to

be known commonly as a ‘‘charge-regulating’’ boundary

condition.166,167
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In order to calculate the value of s from the equilibrium

between neutral and dissociated molecules on the NPs, the

number of molecules per unit area, G, is multiplied by the

average number of charges per molecule, g, so that s ¼ Gg. The

value of G is constant for flat surfaces and is equal to the surface

density of ligands in the SAM. For curved surfaces

(e.g., cylinders or spheres), however, G depends not only on the

surface density but also on the radius of curvature and the

length of the molecules forming the SAM (see Fig. 9a, and

Section 4.1.2 for further discussion). For example, G on the

outer surface of a 5 nm diameter particle coated with a 1 nm

thick SAM decreases to �51% of its flat surface value, while the

same thickness SAM on a 100 nm diameter particle results in

only a 4% decrease in G. The value of g is determined by three

factors (i) the value of Kd for the ions/ligands in solution, (ii) the

concentration of ions in solution, and (iii) the potential at which

the ligands are relative to the bulk of the solution. When the

number of ions in solution is much greater than the number of

ligands on the surface of the NPs (as is the typical case), then

the concentration of ions infinitely far away is effectively

constant, so the concentration of ions at the surface can be

predicted using eqn (7) as:

½X �s¼ ½X �Nexp

�
� zxe4ðsÞ

kBT

	
(13)

where X represents an ion that binds to the SAM, the subscripts s

and N denote, respectively, the surface of the SAM and the

location infinitely far away, and zx is the valence of X.

Substituting this equation into the expression for chemical

equilibrium, and assuming that the value of [X]N does not change

due to adsorption leads to g ¼ Kdexp(zxe4(s)/kBT)/[X]N for

electrolytes and adsorbed ligands that have the same valence. For

systems where the ligands and counterions have different

magnitudes of charge, each combination of ligands and coun-

terions must be treated as a separate species. The calculation of g

then requires a mass balance to conserve the amount of adsorbed

ligands in addition to equilibrium constants describing the

dissociation of each species.168

While the charge regulating boundary provides the most

detailed description of the interaction between the ligands and

ions in solution, there are two other commonly used approxi-

mations that are more mathematically tractable. The first is the

constant charge condition, which occurs when the ligands

retain the same charge regardless of potential—that is, no

counterions or coions bind to the ligands and Kd is, strictly

speaking, infinite (or at least very large as for very strongly

acidic groups such as SO�3 ). The other limiting case that is

commonly analyzed is the constant potential boundary condi-

tion, in which the potential of the surface is kept constant

regardless of the concentration of electrolyte in the system. This

boundary condition is most appropriate for a system that is

connected to a potential source (i.e., a battery or an elec-

trode)—for example unprotected NPs adsorbed onto an elec-

trode. In terms of dispersed NPs, an approximation to this

condition would require an infinite density of charged groups,

with a Kd approaching zero, but a finite non-zero value of

KdG.169 The three types of boundary conditions are illustrated

in Fig. 5.
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3. Energetics of the electrostatic interactions at the
nanoscale

3.1 Energies of interaction between charged nanoparticles

Knowing the structure of the EDL and the appropriate

boundary conditions sets the stage for calculating the free ener-

gies of interactions between charged nano-objects. In general,

three distinct contributions to the free energy must be consid-

ered, (i) the potential energy due to electrostatic interactions, (ii)

the entropic contribution from concentration of ions near the

charged particle, and (iii) the chemical potential energy changes

due to ion adsorption/desorption. The electrostatic potential

energy is given in its typical form of:

Ues ¼
30

2

ð
V

ðE,DÞdV ¼ 1

2

ð
A

s40dAþ 1

2

ð
V

r4dV (14)

where the first integral is the energy as a function of the electric

field, E, and the electric displacement, D. The second expression

is a continuous version of eqn (3), with the first term accounting

for the energy of the charged surfaces, and the second term

accounting for the energy of the double layer surrounding these

surfaces.

The entropic contribution in dilute solution is given by:170

DS ¼ �kB

ð
V

8<
:
X

i

ni ln

�
ni

nio

	
þ ns ln

0
@ 1�

P
i

1� xi

1�
P

i

1� xio

1
A
9=
;dV

z� kB

ð
V

(X
iss

ni ln

�
ni

nio

	
� ni þ nio

)
dV (15)

where i enumerates all species in the solution, including the solvent

(denoted by a subscript s), subscript ‘‘o’’ denotes the location

infinitely far from the charged surface, n is the concentration, and

x is the mole fraction. Substituting in eqn (7) for ideal solutions

allows the introduction of the potential into this relationship as:

DS ¼ kB

ð
V

(X
iss

nio½zi expð�zijÞ þ expð�zijÞ � 1�
)

dV (16)

Recognizing that the first term in the summation is similar to

the charge density in the double layer, and applying an integral

transformation, the entropic contribution can be written as:

�TDS ¼ 330

ð
V

0
@4V24�

ð4
0

V240d40

1
AdV (17)

The free energy of the system (note that the Helmholtz and

Gibbs free energies are identical if the ion distribution does not

induce a change in solution volume) is then derived by the

application of Green’s formula and the addition of a progress

variable (for details see Ref. 170):

Ges ¼ Ues � TDS ¼
ð
A

ðs

0

4surf ðs0Þds0dA (18)

where 4surf is the potential at the charged surface which, for

charge regulating NPs, varies nonlinearly with s.
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Fig. 6 Phase diagrams depicting where either the Derjaguin or linear

superposition approximations yields a force between two particles which

deviates by less than 10% from the non-linear PB equation. Diagrams

depict (a) constant potential or (b) constant charge boundary conditions

where the dimensionless surface potential is 4o ¼ 1 and (c) constant

potential or (d) constant charge boundary conditions where 4o ¼ 4.

(e, f) Direct comparison between linearized and non-linear PB equation

under either (e) constant potential or (f) constant charge boundary

conditions at various values of dimensionless surface potential. The

shaded regions represent conditions where the force between two

nanoparticles calculated by linearized PB equation deviates by less than

10% from non-linear PB equation for surface potentials equal to or less

then the indicated value. Plots are adapted with permission from

Elsevier, ref. 176.
We note that this potential only accounts for the electrostatic

portion of the free energy, and neglects any change in free energy

due to the adsorption of ions at the charged interface. To include

this energetic contribution after the formation of the monolayer,

we use eqn (5), with Dmk
c equal to the energy released when an ion

dissociates or associates and Dmk
es ¼ zke4surf; at equilibrium,

Dmk
c ¼ �zke4surf for each individual ion pair. In order to

integrate this over the area, the surface charge density is used

instead of zke, giving:167,170
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Gchem ¼ �
ð
A

s4surf dA (19)

The overall change in free energy is then given by the sum:

G ¼ Ges þ Gchem ¼ �
ð
A

ð4surf

0

sð40Þd40dA (20)

This result can also be derived using charging processes, or

interaction forces.

The derived energy can be used to calculate the free energy of

interaction between charged NPs. If the isolated particles are

taken as a reference state, the free energy of interaction between

N particles is given as:

DG ¼ Gsys � NGiso (21)

where Gsys is the free energy of the assembly, and Giso is the

free energy of each particle when it is infinitely far from the

assembly. Note that these energy calculations do not assume

any particular form for the potential and can thus be used for

any models of the EDL presented above. Eqn (14), (16), and

(19) may be integrated for a single equilibrium configuration

with a defined potential and ion distribution in order to

calculate the free energy of the system, making them well suited

for models that are inherently numerical – for example MD,

MC, and the PB equation. At the same time, the calculation of

the free energy from a charging process (eqn (14), (17) and

(20)) can be easily applied to systems where the potential and

charge density can be derived analytically – as in the PB

equation between parallel plates and the linearized form of the

PB equation.
3.2 Approximate expressions for energetic interactions

While eqn (18) will always give the free energy of the system, it is

often not feasible to perform the integration over all surfaces/

particles, especially in large systems (e.g., NP aggregates). It then

becomes convenient—and, indeed, necessary—to introduce

appropriate approximations, of which the so-called Derjaguin

and linear-superposition (LSA) approximations are the most

useful and popular.

In the Derjaguin approximation,171–173 the interaction between

non-planar particles is simplified by assuming that the interac-

tion energy (or force) per unit area is the same as for infinite

parallel plates. Specifically, the interacting curved particles are

approximated as sets of infinitesimal parallel plates separated by

a distance h0. The interaction energy is then calculated by

multiplying the interaction energy per unit area for parallel

plates, upp(h0), by the area of the curved surfaces at a given

separation, A(h0), then integrating over all distances h0:

U ¼
Ð

N
h upp(h0)A(h0)dh0 (22)

When applied to two interacting spheres,173 with radii a1 and

a2, the Derjaguin approximation gives the interaction potential

U ¼ 2pa1a2

a1 þ a2

ðN

h

uppðh0Þdh0 (23)
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Table 1 Electrostatic interaction energies for various particle shapes and configurations derived by applying the Derjaguin approximation to the
solution of flat plates with either constant charge or constant potential boundary conditions.225,244 In these equations, h is the minimum separation
distance between the particles’ surfaces, and a is the characteristic radius specific to the problem (i.e., for the sphere/sphere interaction, a1 and a2
correspond to, respectively, the radius of particle 1 and that of particle 2; for the cylinder/sphere interaction, ac and as correspond to the characteristic
radius of the cylinder and of the sphere, respectively)

Geometry Potential Boundary Condition Range

Sphere/Sphere Ues ¼ �2p33oa4
2
oln(1 � exp(�kh)) Constant Charge ka[ 1

4o # 25 mVso ¼ so,1 ¼ so,2
a ¼ a1 ¼ a2

Sphere/Sphere Ues ¼ 2p33oa4
2
oln(1 + exp(�kh)) Constant Potential ka[ 1

4o # 25 mV4o ¼ 4o,1 ¼ 4o,2

a ¼ a1 ¼ a2

Sphere/Sphere Ues ¼ 2p33oa4
2
o exp(�kh) Constant Charge or

Constant Potential
ka\5

4o # 25 mVa ¼ a1 ¼ a2

Plate/Plate
Ues ¼ s2o

33ok

�
1þ expð�khÞ

sinhðkhÞ
� Constant Charge 4o # 25 mV

so ¼ so,1 ¼ so,2

Plate/Plate Ues ¼ 33ok4
2
o[1 � tanh(�kh/2)] Constant Potential 4o # 25 mV

4o ¼ 4o,1 ¼ 4o,2

Plate/Plate

Ues ¼ 1=2 33o

�
42
o;1 þ 42

o;2

��
1� cothðkhÞ�

þ 24o;14o;2cosechðkhÞ

" # Constant Potential 4o # 25 mV
4o,1 s 4o,2

Sphere/Sphere
Ues ¼ 2p

a1a2

a1 þ a2

ðN
h

Ues; plates dx
Given by Ues,plates Any from Ues,plates

ka[1

a. h

a1 s a2

Cylinder/Cylinder
(Side-to-Side)

Ues ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2a1a2

a1 þ a2

s 0
@ ðN

h

Ues; platesffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� h

p dx

1
A� Length

Given by Ues,plates Any from Ues,plates

ka[1

a.h

Cylinder/Cylinder
(Crossed) Ues ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a1a2

p ðN
h

Ues; plates dx
Given by Ues,plates Any from Ues,plates

ka[1

a.h

Cylinder/Sphere
Ues ¼ 2pas

ffiffiffiffiffi
ac

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
as þ ac

p
ðN
h

Ues; plates dx
Given by Ues,plates Any from Ues,plates

ka[1

a.h

Plate/Sphere
Ues ¼ 2pa

ðN
h

Ues; plates dx
Given by Ues,plates Any from Ues,plates

ka[1

a.h
in which the exact functional form of upp depends on the specific

boundary conditions at the particles’ surfaces (see Table 1 for

functionals for constant charge and constant potential boundary

conditions).

In LSA, it is assumed that the potential of the entire system

may be written as a sum of the potentials of isolated particles:

4ðrÞ ¼
X
i

4iso
i ðr� riÞ (24)

where each individual particle is located at ri and has a potential

4iso
i when it is infinitely far from other objects.

These approximations have been compared to exact integra-

tions for both the linearized174,175 and nonlinear176 PB equations
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for interacting spheres in terms of dimensionless diameters, ka,

and kh, where a is the NP radius and h is the distance between the

charged surfaces of the NPs. As shown in Fig. 6, the Derjaguin

approximation for the force between two spheres is generally

within 10% of the exact nonlinear PB solution for small separa-

tions and ka>2,while it entailsmore than10%errorwhenused for

smaller ka values. To understand these comparisons in terms of

actual physical dimensions and concentrations, we note that if two

5 nm diameter spheres are interacting, the Derjaguin approxima-

tion would be valid if the concentration of a symmetric mono-

valent electrolyte surrounding them were �60 mM or greater.

The Derjaguin approximation is very useful because the

nonlinear PB equation can be solved in a closed form between
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Table 2 Van der Waals interaction energies for various particle shapes and configurations derived from Hamaker summations between two particles
(i.e., pairwise summation of the intermolecular forces225,245–247). In these equations, A is the Hamaker constant which is specific to the composition of
each particle and the surrounding solvent, h is the minimum separation distance between the particles surfaces, and a is the characteristic radius specific
to the problem

Geometry Potential Range

Sphere/Sphere
Uvdw ¼

�A

6h

�
a1a2

a1 þ a2

	 a1,a2 [ h

Sphere/Sphere
Uvdw ¼

�16Aa3
1a3

2

9h6

a1,a2 � h

Plate/Plate (semi-infinite)
Uvdw ¼

�A

12ph2
�Area

Plate/Plate (finite thickness, d)
Uvdw ¼

�A

12p

h
1=d2 � 2=ðd þ hÞ2þ1=ðd þ 2hÞ2

i
�Area

Cylinder/Cylinder (Side-to-Side)
Uvdw ¼

�A

12
ffiffiffi
2
p

h3=2

�
a1a2

a1 þ a2

	
� Length

a1,a2 [ h

Cylider/Cylinder (Side-to-Side)
Uvdwf

�1

h5
� Length

a1,a2 � h

Cylinder/Cylinder (Crossed)
Uvdw ¼

�A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a1a2

p

6h

a1,a2 [ h

Plate/Sphere
Uvdw ¼

�Aa

6h

�
1þ h

2aþ h
þ h

a
ln

�
h

2aþ h

		 a [ h

Plate/Sphere
Uvdwf

�1

h3

a � h
parallel plates. This allows for the force or interaction energy

between two nano-objects to be expressed in a closed form as

well – that is, a reasonably accurate estimation of the forces/

energies can be made without using more complicated numerical

techniques. On the other hand, when the particles are far apart,

the LSA provides a better estimate than the Derjaguin

formalism. This is so because, as the distance from a nano-object

increases, the values of 4 and v4/vr both decrease to zero. Thus,

if one were to calculate the energetic change of a system of NPs

using these approximations, the LSA should be used for the

particles being far apart, while the Derjaguin approximation

should be used for more closely spaced particles.

The linearized PB equation is, as expected, more accurate for

lower potentials in both the constant-charge and constant-

potential situations. Interestingly, this approximation is better

for small separations in the constant potential case, and for large

separations in the constant charge case; consequently, one must

use caution when applying it to any charge-regulating systems.

While the numerical integration of both forms of the PB

equation for interacting spheres is no longer a technical
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
challenge, it is often convenient to use one of many analytical

approximations for the interaction between different objects. For

instance, the free energy of two interacting spheres that are

separated by a distance r > k�1 can be written as:

Ues ¼
QN

1 QN
2

4p303ð1þ ka1Þð1þ ka2Þ
exp½ � kðr� a1 � a2Þ�

r
(25)

where QN
i is the renormalized charge on the sphere i at infinite

separation, and the functional form of U(r) ¼ b exp(�cr)/r is

commonly known as a Yukawa or screened Coulombic poten-

tial. When the surface potential of the particles is low, 4 < kBT/e,

the system is in the linear regime, so the potential outside a sphere

(r > a) can be approximated as:

4iðrÞz
QN

i

4p303ð1þ kaiÞ
exp½�kðr� aÞ�

r
(26)

In the low potential limit, the renormalized charge is

proportional to the surface charge density, QN
i ¼ 4pa2

i s
N
i . At

large surface potentials (4 z 4kBT/e), the renormalized

charge saturates, and can be estimated using eqn (26) as
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QN
i ¼ 4p303ai(1 + kai)(4kBT/e). This has been further extended in

the case of the linearized PB equation in both series and closed

forms for spherical particles with different diameters and all

possible combinations of constant charge, charge regulating, and

constant potential boundary conditions.177 Similar approxima-

tions have been derived for interactions between spheres, plates

and rods in multiple configurations as shown in Table 1, were a’s

denote radii of the interacting particles, and h is the separation

between their surfaces.

In real NP systems, these potentials are often considered in

conjunction with attractive vdW interactions between the NPs

(Table 2 lists potentials for some typical geometries). In this table

the characteristic radius of the problem is a, the separation between

the particle surfaces is h, and A is the Hamaker coefficient specific

to the material/solvent system. This juxtaposition is the basis of

the so called Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek, DLVO,

theory,170,171,178–180 which yields total interaction potentials such as

those illustrated in Fig. 7 for like-charged spherical particles.
Fig. 7 (a) Scheme of interacting NPs of radius ai and charge qi, whose

surfaces are separated by distance h. (b) Plots of the magnitudes of

electrostatic, Ues, and van der Waals, Uvdw, energies for NPs of charge

q¼ 1e, 10e, and 100e as a function of NP radius, a, at a fixed separation of

h ¼ 2.8 nm (twice the thickness of a C12 SAM). (c) Electrostatic, van der

Waals, and total energy profiles as a function of separation between two

10 nm NPs of charge q ¼ 5e. Electrostatic forces are long-ranged

compared to the van der Waals interactions that dominate at smaller

separations (the separation distance due to the thickness of the SAMs is

indicated by the vertical dashed line). The net energy barrier at a finite

separation prevents particle aggregation. (d) Utotal profiles for NPs of

various radii. All electrostatic interactions shown here are for the case of

unscreened NPs ([Ions] ¼ 0, k�1 ¼N) of charge q ¼ 15e. In all plots, the

van der Waals interactions are calculated for Au NPs with water as the

solvent (Hamaker constant, A ¼ 9 � 10�20J).
3.3 Limitations of pairwise continuum interactions

Although, as we have discussed, the Derjaguin approximation

and LSA are good for many types of interparticle interactions,

they become less accurate at small ka and kh, where the EDL

thickness, particle size and particle separation are all of similar

magnitude, which is especially relevant to charged nanoparticles.

Also, as two particles approach one another, the EDLs around

them merge causing the ions within the layers to redistribute

around the entire particle as opposed to the local redistribution

that occurs at large ka. When a third particle is introduced to the

system, its interaction causes further adjustment of the EDL not

only due to the distances between the individual particles (pair-

wise interactions), but also from contributions due to all three

EDLs interacting (three-body interactions). In systems of like-

charged particles, pairwise interactions (i.e., particles 1 and 2, 2

and 3, and 1 and 3) are all repulsive, however, recent experi-

mental181–184 and theoretical183,185–187 work has shown that three-

body interactions between like charged particles can be attractive

in systems where ka � 1. Conceptually, the addition of a third

charged particle screens the interaction between the other two,

thus making the three-body contribution energetically favorable.

Interestingly, both two- and three-body interactions in nonlinear

PB systems can be well approximated by the so-called Yukawa

potentials.185 The two-body interactions are represented as

U ¼ A2 exp(�kr)/r, while the three- body interactions scale as

U ¼ �A3 exp(�gL)/L where L ¼ r12 + r23 + r13 is the total

distance between particle centers and the parameters A2, A3 and

g depend on the charge and the screening length of the system.

While the pairwise and three-body interactions have the same

profile, the total distance between particle centers in the three-

body interactions will typically be longer than the pairwise

interactions, so the energetic contribution of each three-body

interaction will be less than each pairwise interaction; however,

there are many more three-body interactions in close packed

structures than two-body ones, so the overall energy of forming

an extended structure can be favorable. It must be remembered

though, that these undisputedly fascinating effects are still poorly

understood and more fundamental work is needed before they

can be used to explain formation of specific nanostructures.
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4. Nanoscale electrostatics in practice—key systems
and experiments

Armed with the basic knowledge of the fundamentals of nano-

scale electrostatics, we are now in position to review the recent

studies involving charged nano-objects. We will begin by dis-

cussing the properties of individual charged nanoparticles, will

then focus on the basic aspects of interparticle interactions, and

will conclude with the discussion of large assemblies and mate-

rials comprised of charged NPs.
4.1 Individual charged particles

4.1.1 Structure of the charged self-assembled monolayers.

Structure of the charged SAMs stabilizing nanosized objects has

been the subject of several recent works. Of particular interest for

our subsequent discussion are the results obtained by Vernizzi

and Olvera de la Cruz,188 who showed that charged ligands on

particles form a more homogeneous SAMs than uncharged ones.

This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows the results of a MC

simulation based on a coarse grained model in which each ligand

is represented as a string of N monomeric units. The difference in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 8 Monte Carlo simulation of spherical nanopartciles functionalized

with ligands having hydrophobic tails terminated in (a) uncharged and

(b) charged groups. In SAMs presenting charged end-groups, the ligands

are more strateched out and form a more homogeneous monolayer. In

both cases, the simulation accounts for 392 ligands, 10 monomers each,

bound to a 5 nm particle (as in, for example, 5 nm AuNPs covered with

alkane thiolates).

Fig. 9 (a) Scheme of a nanoparticle or radius r covered with a SAM of

charged ligands (of thickness L). The density of charged end-groups at

the outermost surface of the SAM is G ¼ Go(r/r + L)2 where Go is the

density of binding sites for ligands on the NP (e.g., G0 z 4.7 nm�2 for

alkane thiols on Au190). (b) The apparent pKa of carboxylic acids bound

to a NP surface is a function of the bulk ionic concentration of the

surrounding solution, and also of the NP radius. Here, we see that

a difference of�3 nm in the NP core diameter leads to a change of�1 pH

unit in the pKa. Markers correspond to experimental data, lines are

theoretical fits.248
SAM structures is due to the interplay between hydrophobic and

electrostatic forces, which can be quantified by a simple energy

functional:

Eint ¼ 43
X
i\j

h�
s=rij

�12�
�
s=rij

�6
i
þ kBT lB

X
i\j


e�k rij=rij

�
þ Ehc

þ Ebond

(27)

where the first term is a Lennard-Jones potential effectively

describing hydrophobic attractions between monomers i,j < N,

separated by distance rij, the second term is a screened

Coulombic potential (a.k.a. Yukawa potential) accounting for

the repulsions between the charged end groups (lB is the Bjerrum

length, kB is the Boltzmann constant, k is the inverse-screening

length, T is the absolute temperature), Ehc is a hard-sphere

potential preventing the ligands from overlapping, and Ebond

accounts for limited stretchability of the ‘‘bonds’’ between the

monomers (see Ref. 189). The various parameters of the model

are calibrated against experimental studies described in Ref. 28.

When MC simulations are performed according to the

Metropolis algorithm and with simulated annealing cooling

schedule, the typical equilibrium configurations are such as those

in Fig. 8. For the uncharged end-groups (Fig. 8a), the energy of

the system is dominated by the hydrophobic interactions between

the chains, which tend to bundle together and form ‘‘patches,’’

whose number depends strongly on the grafting density of the

ligands as well as their chain length. On the other hand, when the

end groups are charged (Fig. 8b), the electrostatic repulsions

dominate – in particular, for relatively short chain lengths (6–12

monomeric units, corresponding to typical alkane thiolates used

to stabilize nanoparticles), these repulsions prevent bundling and

the ligands stretch out into the surrounding solvent maximizing

the average distances between the charged groups and effectively

rendering the SAMs more homogeneous. This relative homoge-

neity partly justifies the use of continuum models in which the

charge density on the surface of NPs is, for a given particle size/

curvature, treated as constant.

4.1.2 Effects of nanoparticle curvature on ligand’s pKa. While

the density of ligand grafting is an inherent property of the NP
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
core/ligand interface (e.g., G0 z 4.7 nm�2 for thiolate ligands on

gold190), the density of the charged-end groups at the surface of

the SAM depends on the curvature of the particle (e.g., for SAM

thickness L and finite particle radius r, charge density of the end-

groups is G ¼ Go(r/r + L)2, see Fig. 9a). Since this dependence is

most pronounced for small particle radii, it is reasonable to

assume that in this regime the effects of interactions between

charged groups are most pronounced. One manifestation of such

interactions should be the dependence of the pKa on R – indeed,

our group has recently studied this effect both experimentally

(via potentiometric titration method191) and theoretically in

collections of AuNPs of different sizes and covered with mer-

captoundecanoic acid (MUA) ligands. The markers in Fig. 9b

plot the apparent pKa’s for different values of R and also as

a function of salt concentration. As seen, the larger the particle,

the higher the pKa – this observation can be rationalized by the

fact that when the particle size increases, the charged headgroups

are, on average, closer together and their deprotonation requires

more basic conditions (since it is energetically more costly to

abstract protons from a surface that has a higher density of

charged groups than from a more curved surface on which G is

smaller). The decrease of pKa with increasing salt concentration

can also be rationalized by qualitative energetic arguments –

when, for a given R, there is more salt, it screens the electrostatic

repulsions between the charged groups so that it is easier to

deprotonate them compared to the situation when these groups

‘‘feel’’ one another (electrostatic energy is more unfavorable

then).

Of course, these intuitive arguments cannot substitute for

a ‘‘real’’ theory. A notable – though relatively complex – theo-

retical treatment has been developed by Szleifer et al. and

accounts for the free energies of acidic ligands as well as the

surrounding counterions. We emphasize that the use of free

energies rather than potential energies is necessary to model the

equilibrium constants and, consequently, the pKa dependencies.

In this approach,192–194 the free energy functional F, is written as
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 | 1329



Fig. 10 (a) Scheme of AuNPs functionalized with electron-rich TTF

stalks (left) and bistable [2]rotaxanes (right). (b) Structural formulae of the

ligands. (c,d) Cyclic voltammograms of ligands (c) 2 and (d) 34+ present free

in solution and adsorbed on Au NPs at various surface concentrations, c.

(e,f) Experimental (�) and calculated (,) shifts in the redox potential, 4,

of TTF in (e) 1/2-Au NPs and (f) 1/34+-Au NPs as a function of the surface

coverage, c. Blue and yellow traces correspond to the first and second

oxidation potentials of TTF, respectively. Adapted with permission from

ref. 168. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
a sum of several contributions, F ¼ �TSmix � TSconf + Evdw +

Erep + Eelec + Fchem, where T is the temperature, Smix is the mixing

entropy of the mobile species (cations, anions, water, hydroxyl

ions, and protons), Sconf is the conformational entropy of the

grafted ligands, Evdw is the energy of the attractive van der Waals

interactions, Erep accounts for the steric repulsive interactions

between all the molecular species, Eelec is the total electrostatic

energy, and Fchem represents the free energy associated with the

acid–base chemical equilibrium, which is the free energy
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associated with the degree of protonation and deprotonation of

the acid groups. While the mathematical details of this model are

well beyond the scope current Review, it is worth noting that the

model treats explicitly all possible conformations of the NP-

grafted ligands and configurations of ions, and weights their

energetic contributions according to the principles of statistical

mechanics. This exhaustive treatment translates into a singular

accuracy of this approach – the pKa trends predicted by the

model (see solid lines in Fig. 9b) are in close agreement with

experimental data.

4.1.3 Redox properties of nanoparticle-immobilized organics.

The finite size and curvature of the NPs can also affect the redox

properties of electroactive ligands. We have recently demon-

strated168,195 that the attachment of redox active ligands or Stod-

dart-type rotaxanes to the NP surfaces affects their redox

potentials. For example, oxidation potentials of dithiolane-termi-

nated tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) ‘‘struts’’ (marked as 2 in Fig. 10b)

were found to be higher after their NP immobilization than in

solution, and depended on the surface concentrations, c, adjusted

by varying the ratio of 2 to the background ligand 1 in the mixed

SAMs. The observed gradual increase of the oxidation potentials

with increasing c (Fig. 10c) can be attributed to the accumulation

of positive charge on the surfaces of NPs. Oxidation of 2 on a NP

increases the electric potential, making it more difficult to oxidize

other TTF ligands on the same particle. Dithiolane-terminated

bistable [2]rotaxane 34+ showed an analogous behavior, with the

reduction potentials of the cyclobisparaquat-p-phenylene

(CBPQT4+) ‘‘ring’’ shifted to more positive values (Fig. 10d). These

shifts indicate that as the surface concentration of CBPQT4+

increases (and the positive charge accumulates), it becomes grad-

ually easier to reduce these groups, and therefore to decrease the

unfavorable electrostatic potential energy of the system.

In the context of our discussion of nanoscale electrostatics it is

important to note that these results can be quantified by relating

the shifts in redox potential, E, to the changes in the electrostatic

potential around the particles, 4. Two observations are relevant

here: (i) that the oxidation of ligands X adsorbed on NP surfaces

causes 4 around the particle to increase and (ii) that the more of

the oxidized species are already present on the surface, the more

difficult it is to oxidize more of these groups and introduce

additional charge onto the particle (negative electrostatic coop-

erativity). Based on these premises, it can be expected that the

oxidation potential of adsorbed X is related to 4: to the first

approximation, one can write Ex ¼ E0 + 4, where Ex is the

observed oxidation potential at the particle’s surface (metal core

plus SAM) and E0 is the oxidation potential of molecule X in

a dilute solution. In other words, the shift in the oxidation

potential Ex � E0 is equal to the electrostatic potential due to the

immobilized ligands, 4. The value of the latter is found readily

by solving the by-now familiar Poisson–Boltzmann equation,

V2j ¼ k2sinh(j), where k�1 is the Debye screening length, and

j ¼ ef/kT is the dimensionless potential. Importantly, the

dependence of the potential on the surface concentration of the

ligands, c, and the curvature/radius of the nanoparticle, R,

influences the solution to the problem via the boundary condition

of the form
vf

vr r¼R

¼ � sðX ;cÞ
303

���� , where s stands for the surface

charge density on the NP. While other mathematical details can
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



be found in ref. 195 and 168, the key point is that this relatively

straightforward model predicts accurately – to within less than

5% – the changes in redox potentials for NPs of different sizes

and functionalized with various types of redox-active molecules

including structurally complex pseudorotaxanes, bistable

[2]rotaxanes (Fig. 10e,f), or catenanes. Lastly, the model is

generic in the sense that it can be easily adapted to other types of

charged switches.

4.1.4 Individual nanoparticles—coda. The take home message

from this Section is that the finite size and/or the curvature of the

NPs affect the particles’ degree of ionization, net charge, or the

redox properties. One of the most common mistakes in treating

charged NPs is to assume that their properties are simply a sum

of the properties of the individual charged ligands. This is

certainly far from the physical reality and it must be remembered

that a SAM constrained to the particles’ nanoscopic surface is

a conglomerate of groups for which electrostatic potentials are

coupled to chemical equilibria (ion dissociation/association).

4.2 Aggregates of charged nanoparticles

Isolated charged nano-objects such as those described in

previous Sections are an idealization and in real experiments the

sample contains multiple particles. While the interactions

between like-charged objects are typically strictly repulsive and

incapable of bringing these particles together (but see Section

4.2.2 below), the mixtures of oppositely charged NPs appear

naturally suited for the assembly of larger structures. We will first
Fig. 11 a) Scheme of the titration experiment in which a solution of

negatively charged NPs (e.g., Au/SH-(CH2)11-COO�, MUA; yellow) is

titrated with a solution containing positively charged NPs (e.g., Ag/SH-

(CH2)11-N(CH3)3
+, TMA; blue-gray). When a small number of positively

charged NPs are added to a large number of negatively charged NPs, they

form clusters whose negative surface charge stabilizes them in solution. b)

The titrated nanoparticles precipitate from solution sharply only upon

reaching the point of whereby the charges on the NPs are balanced. In

contrast, molecular ions precipitate at the product of solubility, whereas

oppositely charged colloids precipitate continuously. c) Average size of

aggregates measured by DLS during titration of 11 nm AuMUAs with 11

nm AgTMAs. d) Intensity of the Au SPR band at lmax 520–550 nm (blue

line) and the values of the z-potential (red line) for the titrations of

oppositely charged, 5.5 nm AuNPs. Figure adapted with permission from

ref. 190. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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describe phenomena in which the charged NPs form either

smaller and/or internally disordered aggregates—the assemblies

and materials exhibiting long-range crystalline ordering will be

described in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Oppositely charged, spherical nanoparticles in solution.

What happens when solutions containing objects bearing charges

of opposite polarities are mixed (Fig. 11a)? It depends on the

scale and is thought to be fundamentally different in the

molecular and in the colloidal regimes. Whereas oppositely

charged ions can remain stable in solution until reaching

a certain threshold (determined by pertinent equilibrium

constants, such as the solubility product, Ksp) at which they start

to precipitate, oppositely charged microparticles precipitate contin-

uously over a wide range of relative particle concentrations.196–198

Recently, it was shown that charged nanoparticles exhibit neither of

these behaviors and, instead, precipitate only at the point of NP

electroneutrality—that is, when the charges on the NPs are

compensated,
P

QNP(+) +
P

QNP(�) ¼ 0 (see Fig. 11b).190,199–202

Naturally, as the titration progresses, the oppositely charged

NPs aggregate—this is evidenced both by the dynamic light

scattering, DLS, data in Fig. 11c as well as the red-shifting of the

particles’ SPR band (blue curve in Fig. 11d). Surprisingly,

however, the surface potential of the forming aggregates remains

constant (red curve in Fig. 11d) despite the fact that the added/

‘‘minority’’ NPs have charge opposite to that of the ‘‘majority’’

particles originally present in solution. Only when the solution is

about to precipitate, the magnitude of the potential decreases

rapidly and is zero at the precipitation point (Fig. 11d). These

findings—supported by UV-Vis spectroscopic analyses203 as well

as theoretical considerations199,201—indicate that the NPs form

aggregates whose outer shells contributing to surface potential

are composed mostly of the ‘‘majority’’ particles (Fig. 11a). These

shells render all aggregates like-charged and stabilize them in

solution by mutual electrostatic repulsions. When the net charge

on the NPs is close to neutral, there are not enough ‘‘excess’’ NPs

to form like-charged shells, and precipitation ensues.

These results pose some interesting questions. Why, one might

ask, are the NP clusters forming before the point of electro-

neutrality stable despite having net charge? And why, in the first

place, is the sharp precipitation a nanoscale-specific phenomenon

not seen with larger, microscopic particles?196–198 To answer these

questions, we observe that the solutions of NPs before precipi-

tation point are stable not only kinetically for a given period of

time, but also thermodynamically (in experiment, for months).

This property implies that NP aggregation can be explained

based on the energies of interparticle interactions.

To calculate electrostatic interparticle interactions, we can use

the formalism developed in Sections 2 and 3 to first solve for the

electrostatic potential, 4, and then derive the free energy of

interaction via the thermodynamic integration method described

in detail in ref. 177, 178. Since the potentials around charged NPs

are usually less than �50 mV, the linearized version of the

Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) equation, V24 ¼ k24, can be used

together with the ‘‘charge-regulating’’ boundary conditions we

discussed in Section 2.3. For the case of an individual NP

coated with NT positively charged surface ligands, A+, in a solu-

tion containing negatively charged counterions, B�, the coun-

terion dissociation equilibrium is determined by
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Fig. 12 (a,b) Electrostatic potential along the axis, x, connecting two (a) oppositely charged and (b) like charged NPs. Note that the potential is smaller

between oppositely charged NPs, resulting in desorption of counterions and enhanced electrostatic attraction. The potential is larger between like-

charged NPs, causing further adsorption of counterions and reduced electrostatic repulsion. (c) Magnitude of the electrostatic interaction energy, |ues|,

between two oppositely charged and two like-charged NPs as a function of the distance between their centers, d. The dashed line is the approximate form

ues(d) ¼ 4p30342
sR

2exp[�k(d � 2R1)]/d. Reprinted with permission from ref. 190. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2007.

Fig. 13 (a) The proportions of the MUA and MUO thiols in solution

(asol) and in the mixed SAM on the NPs (asurf) are not equal. (b) To

determine asurf and the ratio of adsorption equilibrium constants, K, the

MUA/MUO NPs are first deprotonated and then titrated with TMA NP

‘‘standards’’. (c) The value of K is calculated from the slope of the

dependence of 1/cP
a on asol. Reprinted with permission from ref. 190.

Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2007.
NA+ CB�/NAB ¼ K+ exp(e4s/kBT), where NA+ and NAB are,

respectively, the numbers of counterion-free and counterion-

bound surface ligands (NA+ + NAB ¼ NT), CB– is the concen-

tration of counterions in solution, K+ is the equilibrium constant

in the absence of any external fields, and 4s is the electrostatic

potential at the NP’s surface. From this relation, the surface

charge density, s, may be expressed as s ¼ er/[1 + (CB�/

K+)exp(e4s/kBT)], where r ¼ NT/4pR2 is the surface density of

charged groups, and R is the NP radius. Assuming the dielectric

constant of the NPs (3p z 2 for the SAM coating) is small

compared to that of the solvent (3 z 80 for water), the surface

charge is related to the potential at the NP surface by

s ¼ �303V4,n., where~n is outward surface normal. Equating the

two relations for s provides the necessary boundary condition

for a positively charged NP and allows us to solve for the equi-

librium constant of the charged ligands; the case of a negatively

charged particle may be derived in a similar fashion.

Once the equilibrium constant of the charged ligands is known

on a single NP, the linearized PB equation must be solved

numerically in conjunction with the linearized charge regulating

boundary conditions177 for the case of two interacting NPs. This

process yields potential profiles which are used to calculate the

interaction potentials in Fig. 12.

The striking feature of these dependencies is that the attractive

energy between oppositely charged NPs at contact is nearly twice

that of like-charged NPs at the same distance. This effect is due

to the desorption of bound ions from the NPs’ surfaces in the

regions of reduced electrostatic potential (cf. the equilibrium

relation above). Specifically, when oppositely charged NPs

approach one another, the magnitude of the potential in the

region between them decreases (Fig. 12a) causing counterions to

desorb. This desorption, in turn, increases the local charge

density and the electrostatic interaction energy. In contrast, the

magnitude of the potential between proximal, like-charged NPs

is enhanced (Fig. 12b), causing further adsorption of counter-

ions, decrease in the local charge density, and reduction of the

electrostatic interaction energy. The differences in the like-

charged and oppositely charged interaction potentials are of

central importance in rationalizing the core-shell NP clusters

observed in experiments (cf. Fig. 11a)—colloquially put, the like-

charge repulsions are more effectively screened than opposite-

charge attractions, and so the like-charged NPs can form the
1332 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344
‘‘shells’’ stabilizing the NP aggregates forming before the point of

electroneutrality is reached.

An interesting corollary of the NPs’ singular precipitation

behavior is the ability to control precisely the fractions of

charged ligands on NP surfaces. Here, one begins by preparing

‘‘standard’’ NPs—typically, noble-metal nanoparticles of known

size and fully covered with alkane thiols terminated in a charged

functionality. Since the area of the surface occupied by each thiol

is known (e.g., 21.4 �A2 for Au204) the charge of the ‘‘standard’’

is readily calculated. Then, to read the unknown charge on
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



nano-objects of a different type, the solution of the ‘‘unknowns’’

is titrated with that of the ‘‘standards,’’ and the precipitation

point where
P

QNP(+) +
P

QNP(�) ¼ 0 reports the charge on the

former. The precision of this method is within �3%, and we have

found it particularly useful in determining charges of NPs

covered with mixed self-assembled monolayers (mSAMs)

composed of charged and uncharged thiols. Fig. 13 illustrates

this method applied to NPs covered with a mSAM of 11-mer-

captoundecanol (HS(CH2)11OH; MUO) and 11-mercaptounde-

canoic acid (HS(CH2)10COOH; MUA), in a molar ratio

asurf ¼ cMUO
surf /cMUA

surf ¼ x/y. Naively, one might expect that mSAM

of such composition, can be prepared by simply soaking

non-functionalized, ‘‘bare’’ NPs in a solution containing x moles

of MUO and y moles of MUA. In reality, the surface composi-

tion obtained in this way almost certainly will not be x:y, since

the equilibrium constants for the adsorption of different thiols

are different (Fig. 13a). Instead, a series of solutions of different

proportions of the two thiols (say asol ¼ 0,2,4,8,16, 32, .) are

prepared and their pH adjusted to 11 to deprotonate all MUA’s

carboxylic groups. This solution is then titrated with like-sized

NPs fully covered with positively charged TMA thiols and the

positions of the precipitation points cPas a function of asol are

recorded. To determine equilibrium constants from these

experiments, we note that the absorption equilibrium constant of

each thiol onto AuNPs is given by KT ¼ cT
Au/c

T
solcAu, where

T ¼ MUO or MUA, cT
Au is the concentration of thiol adsorbed

onto AuNPs, cT
sol is the concentration of free thiol in solution, and

cAu is the concentration of free adsorption sites on the surface of

AuNPs. Because the mole fraction of MUA thiol on the surface

can be written as hMUA¼ 1/[1 + asol(K
MUO/KMUA)], the positions of

precipitation points for different values of asol are related by

cP
a ¼ cP

0$hMUA/(1 + cP
0$hMUA � cP

0 ), where cP
0 is the precipitation

point of AuNPs soaked in pure MUA (asol ¼ 0). Therefore, the

ratio of the equilibrium constants KMUO and KMUA can be

determined from the slope of the dependence of 1/cP
a on asol:

1/cP
a ¼ 1/cP

0 + (1/cP
0 � 1)(KMUO/KMUA)asol (Fig. 13c). Knowing the
Fig. 14 Site-selective electrostatic self-assembly of oppositely- and like-charg

charged nanoparticle/nanorod (NP/NR) systems. The ‘‘tip’’ arrangements sh

dipole interactions are appreciable (here, for TMA NPs/MUA NRs pair with k

lengths (TMA NPs/MUA NRs, k�1z 0.6 nm). (c, d) Similar trends hold for na

both (c) large and (d) small screening lengths. (e, f) Like-charged NP/NR sys

mM, k�1z 10 nm) where charge-induced dipole attraction overcomes electro

screening length is small (TMA NPs/TMA NRs, cS z 250 mM, k�1z 0.6 nm

dominate and the particles repel one another. In the schemes, the screening len

and blue colors indicate, respectively, positive and negative particle polarit

respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref. 99. Copyright 2010 Americ
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relative adsorption equilibrium constants, one can then easily

prepare NPs of desired charges—such particles then constitute

building blocks of ‘‘nanoionic’’ materials to be discussed later in

Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Oppositely and like charged non-spherical nanoparticles

in solution. Unlike charged macromolecules, nanoparticles can

have their shapes and sizes easily controlled. The interactions

between charged non-spherical particles can be fundamentally

different – and more versatile in terms of self-assembly strate-

gies—than those between spherical NPs. Take, for instance the

interactions between oppositely charged spherical NPs and

metallic nanorods, NRs. The distinguishing feature of the NRs is

that while being coated with charged organics, their metallic cores

are polarizable, with highest polarizability along the rod’s long

axis. This means that in addition to considering charge-charge

interactions, one must also take into account the attractive

charge-induce dipole forces. These forces depend on the concen-

tration of counterions and the screening length. Specifically, when

the concentration of ions in the surrounding solution is high, the

polarizing effect of the NP on the NR is effectively screened,

the induced dipole is small, and the interaction is dominated by the

charge-charge component, which always prefers an arrangement

whereby the NP is attached half-way along the NR’s side. In sharp

contrast, when the screening length is large (low concentration of

ions), the NP induces an appreciable dipole in the NR and this

charge–dipole interaction causes the NP to attach at the ‘‘tip’’ of

the NR. Overall, by controlling the screening length in the system,

it is possible to non-invasively position the NP at either the end

(Fig. 14a) or the side (Fig. 14b) of a nanorod. A similar strategy

can be used to manipulate particles of other shapes, for instance

rods and triangles shown in Fig. 14c, d.

An even more striking manifestation of the importance of the

charge-induced dipole effects is illustrated in Fig. 14 e,f. Here,

both the NPs and the NRs are like-charged. When the screening

length is large, the charge induced dipole attraction actually
ed particles. Schemes and representative TEM images of (a, b) Oppositely

own in (a) is observed for large-screening length where charge-induced
�1z 10 nm). The ‘‘side’’ arrangement in (b) is observed for small screening

notriangle/nanorod (NT/NR) systems (here TMA NTs/MUA NRs) with

tems. (e) for large screening lengths (here, TMA NPs/TMA NRs, cS z 1

static repulsion, the particles aggregate in a ‘‘tip’’ arrangement; (f) when

) and induced dipoles are negligible, repulsive electrostatic interactions

gth is proportional to the thickness of the halos around the particles; red

y. Scale bars for NR/NP and NT/NR systems are 20 nm and 50 nm,

an Chemical Society.
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Fig. 15 (a) Finite Element Method (FEM) can be used to solve for the

potential around more complex geometries by representing these objects

as a 3-dimensional mesh. After solving the PB equation with the

appropriate boundary conditions (see Section 2.3) the surface potential

can be numerically integrated over the surface and the energy of the

system/configuration can be found. (b) Energy diagrams can be obtained

from FEM calculations for various particle orientations and experi-

mental conditions. Here, we show the normalized energy as a NP moves

along the contour of a NR at either large or small screening lengths. As

observed in the corresponding experiments (see Fig. 14), the FEM

method predicts that a ‘tip’ assembly is preferred when the electrostatic

interactions are unscreened, but the ‘side’ assembly becomes most

favorable when the screening lengths are short. Reprinted with permis-

sion from ref. 99. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 16 (a) The direction of dipole moments in tetrahedral CdTe

nanoparticles with two and three truncations. (b, c) Computer simula-

tions of the assembly of CdTe nanoparticles into (b) chains and (c) sheets.

From ref. 207. Reprinted with permission of AAAS.
overcomes the like-charge attraction and the particles aggregate

in the ‘‘tip’’ configuration. When, however, the screening length is

decreased (by the addition of salt), the charge-charge repulsion

has the upper hand and the assembly falls apart.

A few comments are due regarding the theoretical treatment of

electrostatics in systems of non-spherical particles. As might be

expected, analytical solutions of the PB equation for such low-

symmetry systems are difficult and in many cases prohibitive.

Consequently, one can either resort to gross approximations—

for instance, treat interacting particles as point charges and/or

point dipoles (see ref. 99 for details)—or else use numerical

packages such as COMSOL Multiphysics (previously known as

FEM Lab) whereby the interacting objects are represented as

a three-dimensional triangulated mesh (Fig. 15a) and the PB

equation with appropriate boundary conditions is solved by the

Finite Element Method.205 FEM method is computationally

intensive but can handle particles of any shape. It is important to

remember, however, that while most software packages trian-

gulate particle surfaces automatically, the quality of triangula-

tion should be checked by the user to make sure that regions of

higher curvature have finer mesh (this avoids the formation of

sharp ‘edges’ in the mesh, which can prevent the convergence on

a solution). When properly setup, FEM methods give solutions

that have accuracy typically within a fraction of a per-cent from

analytical ones (in problems where analytical solutions are avail-

able). An example of the results from such a calculation is shown

in Fig. 15b, where an energy diagram is created for the NR/NP

system discussed above. The energy of the system can be computed

for the NP moving along the contour of the NR to show the

configuration of lowest energy for each screening length.

4.2.3 Aggregates of charged nanoparticles—coda. The nature

of electrostatic interactions between charged nano-objects is

often counterintuitive, especially between non-spherical particles
1334 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344
where charge-induced dipole interactions are important. In such

cases, nanopositioning and like-charge attraction can be

controlled by the ionic strength of the solution, which dictates the

screening length.
4.3 Nanoscale self-assembly driven by electrostatic interactions

As we have seen in the previous Section, the nature (attractive/

repulsive), the range and the directionality of electrostatic

interactions at the nanoscale can be tailored by adjusting the

shapes and sizes of the NPs as well as the characteristics of the

surrounding medium. With such a flexible control, electrostatic

forces are well suited to mediate assembly of nanostructured

materials. In this section, we will review some recent examples of

structures held by electrostatic forces, ranging from one dimen-

sional chains to three-dimensional crystals and even crystals-

within-crystals.

4.3.1 Self-assembly of 1D chains and 2D sheets. An inter-

esting class of 1D and 2D nanostructures has been described by

Kotov and co-workers. These authors have shown that �2.5 nm

CdTe quantum dots, when functionalized with negatively

charged thioglycolic acid (TGA), spontaneously assemble into

long ‘‘pearl-necklace’’ chains,33,206 but when functionalized with

positively charged 2-(dimethylamino)ethanethiol (DMAET),

form large-area, free-floating sheets.33,207 The origin of this dual-

mode assembly was attributed to a delicate interplay of various

types of interparticle interactions and to the unique shape of

nanocrystals. Specifically, these crystals are tetrahedrons in

which some of the high-free-energy apexes are truncated. Both

experiments and semiempirical quantum mechanical calculations

indicate that the presence of truncations can translate into the

distribution of charged ligands over the particle’s surface such
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



that the particle has a net dipole moment (up to �100 Debye) –

the direction of the dipole depends on the number of truncations

(Fig. 16a), and its magnitude scales with the degree of truncation.

The formation of ‘‘pearl-necklace’’ 1D assemblies illustrated in

Fig. 16b depended crucially on the interplay between charge-

charge repulsions and dipole–dipole attractions. In particular,

these structures form only when some of the charged ligands are

desorbed from CdTe surfaces such that the charge-charge

repulsions are weakened. With careful control of this process, the

dipole–dipole interactions remain significant and commensurate

with charge-charge repulsions (both a few kT). The well-known

preference of dipoles to align then leads to the formation of

particle chains that can be up to 1mm long and exactly one

nanoparticle wide.

The same CdTe nanoparticles but stabilized with positively

charged DMAET rather than negatively charged TGA assemble

into 2D sheets (Fig. 16c).33 DMAET ligands have charges of

magnitudes smaller than TGA and also bear methyl groups

which contribute to attractive hydrophobic interactions between

the NPs. The direction of the dipole, attractive hydrophobic

interactions and repulsive electrostatic interactions between NPs

then all contribute to the assembly of planar sheets. Calculations

confirm that this type of assembly is the lowest-energy configu-

ration characterized by antiparallel orientation of nearby

dipoles, and is crucially dependent on the electrostatic effects.

For instance, without electrostatic repulsions, the particles are

predicted to form 3D aggregates with random arrangement of

the CdTe components.

4.3.2 2D surface coatings made of oppositely charged nano-

particles. Nanoparticulate surface coatings are amongst the most

important nanostructured materials. Depending on the nature of

the constituent NPs, these coatings can exhibit a range of useful

properties including electronic, optical,38 mechanical208 and

biological.209 Electrostatics based on charged NPs provides

a facile route to the formation of coatings whose unique feature is

that they form on a variety of materials including glasses, semi-

conductors, or polymers (including ‘‘inert’’ ones such as poly-

propylene210) without the need for chemical/covalent ligations. In

one method, the coatings are deposited from solutions contain-

ing oppositely charged NPs (see Section 4.2) – while stable in

dilute solution, these NPs adsorb onto any surface presenting

residual charge developed via spontaneous oxidation in air or by

plasma treatment. Interestingly, adsorption is cooperative211 in

the sense that it requires the presence of particles of opposite

polarities (like-charged NPs adsorb only marginally due to

interparticle repulsions). The NPs initially ‘‘seed’’ the surface

slowly, but as the adsorption progresses, its rate accelerates

before finally leveling off when the surface becomes crowded;

overall, absorption kinetics is sigmoidal. Qualitatively, the

cooperativity in this system is due to the fact that the � NPs

already present on the surface facilitate attachment of even more

particles, much in the same way as a ‘‘seed’’ of an ionic crystal

promotes further crystal growth. An interesting feature of the NP

adsorption mechanism is that the process self-terminates after

the deposition of exactly a monolayer of nanoparticles. This

monolayer comprises equal numbers of positively and negatively

charged NPs and thus presents no net charge that could facilitate

attachment of more NPs. On the other hand, when the deposited
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
monolayer is washed with base (to deprotonate some of the

ligands on the NPs), it regains its net charge and ability to

promote further NP adsorption—in this way, multilayered NP

coatings can be deposited.

Referring a reader interested in mechanistic theoretical

details to ref. 200, 211 we highlight some practical advantages

of the method. First, since deposition leads to monolayers

incorporating equal numbers of ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’ NPs and is driven

by the electrostatics alone (and not by the nature of the NPs’

cores), it is possible to prepare the coatings made of different

combinations of materials. For example, a solution of 25% of

AuTMA NPs, 25% of AgTMA NPs and 50% of PdMUA NPs

(TMA ¼ SH-(CH2)11-N(CH3)3
+; MUA ¼ SH-(CH2)11-COO�)

deposits a coating whose elemental composition is 1 : 1 : 2 (see

Fig. 17a for this and other examples). Second, because deposition

is solution based, it can give uniform coatings over curved

surfaces, including inner surfaces of vials and tubing. Fig. 17b

shows examples of AgNP(+)/AgNP(�) coatings formed inside of

Tygon tubing used in medical applications—owing to the

bacteriostatic nature of silver nanoparticles, the tubing remains

sterile in the presence of both Gram positive S. Aureus and Gram

negative E. Coli bacteria.210 Finally, the ordering of the coatings

can be improved by performing the deposition in the presence of

AC fields that ‘‘jiggle’’ the charged particles and drive their close

packing (Fig. 17c). The electrohydrodynamic phenomena

accompanying AC forcing are described in detail in ref. 212.

4.3.3 Binary nanoparticle superlattices. Historically, ordered

nanoparticle lattices have often been prepared by solvent evap-

oration leading to entropically-driven NP packing.169 Shev-

chenko et al. demonstrated that an unprecedented variety of

binary nanoparticle superlattices (BNSL) comprising magnetic,

metallic, and semiconductor nanoparticles32 can be obtained by

combining van der Waals, steric, dipolar and entropic forces with

electrostatic interactions. Remarkably, many of these lattices

were non-closed-packed and could not be obtained without

electrostatic forces.

In their experiments, Shevchenko et al. used different combi-

nations of metallic and semiconductor NPs (PbSe, PbS, Au, Ag,

Pd, Fe2O3, CoPt3, and Bi) stabilized by the addition of different

amounts of surfactants like oleic acid (OA) and tri-n-octyl-

phosphine oxide (TOPO) that can modify the NPs surface

charge. Electrophoretic mobility (me) measurements without

excess of any capping ligands demonstrated that these NPs have

few fundamental charges each. The mobility distribution curve

showed several distinct peaks corresponding to particle pop-

ulations with �1, 0, 1 and 2 fundamental charges. However, by

introducing an excess of TOPO and/or OA it was possible to

prepare samples with NPs of precisely defined charge. While the

mechanism behind this charge adjustment is not fully under-

stood, it is an interesting illustration of controlling charges by

means other than the ubiquitous self-assembled monolayers.

A case in point are PbSe NPs coated with oleate ligands,

C17H33COO�, attaching to the Pb atoms on the particle’s

surface. When oleic acid is added to the solution in excess, some

oleate species on the NP surface can be protonated and desorbed,

leaving behind positively charged surface sites. The excess OA

can also protonate the negatively charged oxidized Se sites

(forming upon exposure to atmospheric oxygen), again
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Fig. 17 (a) SEM images (left panel) and XPS spectra showing structure

and metal composition (right panel) of coatings composed of oppositely

charged NPs having same or different metal cores: AgMUA/AgTMA

(top), AuMUA/AgTMA (middle) and AuTMA/AgTMA/PdMUA

(bottom). TMA ¼ SH-(CH2)11-N(CH3)3
+; MUA ¼ SH-(CH2)11-COO�.

(b) Examples of medically relevant components coated with bacterio-

static NP monolayers of oppositely charged nanoparticles: Tygon-R

tubing, polypropylene micropipette tips, glass vials, and polypropylene

syringes. Yellow-orange coatings are made of AgMUA/AgTMA; pink

coatings, from AuMUA/AgTMA. Uncolored pieces are shown for

reference. (c) SEM images of typical binary AuMUA/AgTMA NPs

coatings deposited with different AC frequencies ranging from 100 to 800

kHz. All samples were prepared at the same electric field strength of 150

V cm�1 (i.e., 5 V across 340 mm) and 15 min of field application. Scale bars

are 100 nm; the insets are 50 nm � 50 nm. Reprinted with permission

from ref. 210. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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increasing particle’s net positive charge. In contrast, TOPO

charges the NPs negatively, likely because of its ability to

complex (positively charged) lead ions and abstract them from

the NP surface, leaving behind an excess of negatively charged Se

sites.

With charge magnitudes controlled to within one fundamental

charge per nanoparticle, Shevchenko et al. were able to crystal-

lize various BNSLs. For example (Fig. 18), 6.2 nm PbSe and 3.0

nm Pd nanoparticles formed orthorhombic AB- and AlB2-type

lattices in the presence of oleic acid (under these conditions,

metallic and semiconductor NPs were oppositely charged), while

addition of TOPO caused the change of the BNSL structure to

NaZn13-type (negative charge on metallic nanoparticles was

neutralized by TOPO, and positively charged semiconductor

nanoparticles became negatively charged).

It is worth mentioning that electrostatic interactions not only

stabilize the superlattices, but also determine their stoichiometry.

For the growth of large, ordered areas, the electroneutrality

condition has to be fulfilled – that is, the positive charges should

compensate the negative ones or else the local electrostatic energy

of the lattice becomes unfavorable and further growth self-termi-

nates. This was indeed seen in experiments showing relatively small

regions of different types of BNSLs nucleating on the same

substrate, but not exceeding 100 NPs, while stable structures with

compensated charges comprised up to tens of millions of NPs.

4.3.4 Superlattices of nanoplates. In contrast to the crystal-

lization of small, spherical NPs,213,214 self-assembly of compo-

nents of lower symmetries (rods,215–217 plates,216 etc.218) remains

an experimental challenge. For such particles, crystallization is

often hindered by strong van der Waals (vdW) attractions169 that

lead to indiscriminate aggregation/flocculation of the particles

rather than to orientation-specific self-assembly. This is espe-

cially true in the case of high-aspect ratio (width:thickness)

polygonal nanocrystals that tend to ‘‘stick’’ along their flat faces

with no long-range order. We have recently shown that for such

systems electrostatics can facilitate particle ordering into either

2D lattices or 3D crystals – paradoxically, however, self-

assembly is then facilitated by repulsive interparticle interactions

that weaken van der Waals attractions and effectively serve as

a ‘‘molecular lubricant’’ that allows the particles to fine-tune their

mutual orientations.

Our work105 focused on the assembly of metallic nanotriangles,

NTs, that are of particular interest due to the presence of sharp

edges where electro-magnetic fields are concentrated into

‘‘hot-spots’’ which enhance SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman

Spectroscopy) sensing abilities.219–223 In our experiments, the as-

prepared NTs were stabilized by hexadecyltrimethylammonium

bromide (CTAB). For these particles, crystallization protocol

based on solvent evaporation led to disordered aggregates as

illustrated in Fig. 19a. When, however, the NTs were function-

alized with charged ligands such as N,N,N-trimethyl(11-mer-

captoundecyl) ammonium chloride, TMA, they crystallized into

large arrays several layers thick (Fig. 19b). Furthermore, when

the charge on the NTs was further increased by intercalation of

charged surfactants into charged SAMs, the triangles formed

large-area monolayers (Fig. 19c).

While exact calculations of free energies (i.e., including

entropic effects) for this system are prohibitively complicated,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 18 TEM images of BNSLs assembled in the presence of OA (left

column) and TOPO (right column). (a) 6.2 nm PbSe and 3.0 nm Pd

nanoparticles self-assembled into orthorhombic AB- and AlB2-type

BNSLs in the presence of OA. (b) Same nanoparticles form NaZn13-type

BNSL in the presence of TOPO (c, d) 7.2 nm PbSe and 4.2 nm Ag

nanoparticles self-assembled into orthorhombic AB and cuboctahedral

AB13 BNSLs, respectively. (e, f) 6.2 nm PbSe and 5.0 nm Au nano-

particles self-assembled into CuAu-type and CaCu5-type BNSLs,

respectively. Reprinted by permission from Macmillian Publishers Ltd:

Nature, 2006.32

Fig. 19 (a) Gold nanotriangles, AuNTs, stabilized only by excess

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surfactant (20 mM CTAB,

surface potential 4o ¼ 35 mV, Eel � 330 kT) form disordered aggregates.

(b) Triangles functionalized with positively charged SAMs (here, of TMA

thiols) and with only small quantities of CTAB surfactant present

(<1 mM CTAB, 4o ¼ 60 mV, Eel � 960 kT) organize into large, ordered

multilayers. (c) AuNTs stabilized with TMA SAMs and in the presence of

excess CTAB (20mM CTAB, 4o ¼ 79 mV, Eel � 2,300 kT) give large

monolayer arrays. All scale bars¼ 1 mm. Reprinted with permission from

ref. 105. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 2010.
the experimental trends can be rationalized based on the

interplay between van der Waals (vdW) attractions and electro-

static repulsions. The vdW forces increase with the area of

contact and are the strongest when the NTs are stacked ‘‘on

top’’ of one another. Approximating the triangles as semi-

infinite plates of finite thickness, the energy of these interactions

is EvdW ¼ �A[1/d2 � 2/(d + h)2 + 1/(d + 2h)2]/12p,178 where A �
10�19 J224 is the Hamaker constant for gold across water, d is the

distance between the two plates (here, about two times SAM

thickness, �2.8 nm28), and h � 8.7 nm is the thickness of the

plates (see Table 2). For the NTs we used, the maximal surface

area of contact (when two triangles are stacked perfectly) is

�11,000 nm2, and the corresponding Evdw � �820 kT.

The vdW energies are partly offset by electrostatic repulsions.

The electrostatic energy, per unit area, between two semi-infinite

plates with equivalent potentials is225 Eel¼ 33ok42
o(1� tanh(kd/2)),
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
where 4ois the constant potential at the plate’s surface226 (see also

Table 1). To determine 4o, the by-now familiar linearized Poisson-

Boltzman (PB) equation, V24 ¼ k24, is solved with the relation

between charge density and potential, s ¼ d4o/dx, applied at the

boundaries x ¼ 0 and x ¼ d (coordinate x is perpendicular to the

plates’ surfaces). Solving yields s ¼ 3k4o(coth(kd) � csch(kd))

which relates the surface potential to the charge density (deter-

mined from electrophoretic mobility experiments;227 s ¼ mnk,225

where m is the mobility, n is the viscosity of the medium, and k�1 is

the electrostatic screening length of a given solution). Once the

surface potential of the particles is known, the electrostatic energy

of the assembly can be calculated. For NTs stabilized by CTAB

alone, the surface potential was measured at 4o¼ 35 mV, and the

calculated energy of electrostatic repulsion is Eel � 330 kT. Since

this energy is significantly smaller than Evdw, the process of

assembly is dominated by vdW forces leading to rapid and

indiscriminate aggregation. This situation changes for

TMA-functionalized NTs for which 4o¼ 60 mV and Eel� 960 kT

is commensurate with Evdw. In this case, the ‘‘balance’’ between
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 | 1337



Fig. 20 The left column has the SEM images of diamond-like crystals

formed from oppositely charged, 5 nm Au and AgNPs. Insets zoom on

the particles on the crystals’ faces. The right column has the zinc-blend

crystals (lattice isostructural with diamond) with similar morphologies.

From ref. 28. Reprinted with permission of AAAS.

Fig. 21 Size control during crystallization of equally sized, �5 nm

AuMUA and AgTMA nanoparticles at pH 10. The graph plots average

sizes (in nm) of crystals grown with different amounts of excess gold or

silver NPs (3Au/3Ag, respectively). Vertical bars denote the ranges of the

crystals sizes observed; insets have the SEM images of typical crystals

(scale bars are 100 nm for 3Au ¼ 0.6 and 3Ag ¼ 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, and 1 mm for

all other experiments). Dashed line is a theoretical fit to the expected d f

1/3Ag dependence. Reprinted with permission from ref. 249. Copyright

2007 American Chemical Society.
electrostatic repulsions and the vdW attractions allows the NTs to

adjust their mutual orientations during assembly leading to

well-ordered, multilayer structures. Finally, when TMA SAM

has extra charged surfactant intercalated, 4o ¼ 79 mV, and

Eel � 2,300 kT —then, the net interaction between the NTs is

repulsive and the stacking of the NTs into multilayers is ener-

getically unfavorable. At the same time, the triangles are large and

massive enough that they sediment from solution onto the

deposition substrate where they form monolayers.

The main and probably counterintuitive insight from these

studies is that electrostatic repulsions can actually facilitate

nanoscale self-assembly by softening strongly attractive inter-

particle potentials. It is a useful trick to remember!

4.3.5 3D nanoparticle crystals. So far, we have described

electrostatic assembly schemes that require the presence of

a deposition substrate. Naturally, it would be desirable to extend
1338 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344
these schemes to three-dimensional nanomaterials. However, the

task of organizing charged NPs into 3D supracrystals is not

a trivial one, since the relatively strong electrostatic forces often

lead to flocculation and rapid precipitation rather than crystal-

lization (for discussion of pertinent chemical potentials of

various aggregated phases, see ref. 28). The key to successful

crystallization is, as with molecular ions, to make the process

very slow. In a class of systems Kalsin et al. developed, oppo-

sitely charged �5 nm NPs are crystallized from a mixture of

water and DMSO. When the ‘‘good’’ solvent (water) is slowly

being evaporated at 65 �C, the NPs become less readily soluble

and crystallize into sharply-faceted crystals, each comprising

several millions of nanoparticles (Fig. 20).

While for equally sized and oppositely charged NPs one might

expect – by analogy to inorganic ions – the crystal structure to be

either NaCl or CsCl, nanoscale electrostatics again defies the

intuitive. Surprisingly, the NPs crystallize into diamond-like

structure, in which each NP is surrounded by four tetrahedrally

arranged neighbors. Although in the diamond lattice each NP

forms only n ¼ 4 favorable ‘‘�’’ contacts (versus n ¼ 6 in NaCl

and n ¼ 8 in CsCl), the like-charged particles in this open-lattice

structure are farther apart than in the closed-packed NaCl or

CsCl. Then, because the screening length around the NPs is

commensurate with the particle diameters, the repulsions

between like-charged next-nearest-neighbors in the diamond

lattice are screened and effectively do not contribute to the

unfavorable electrostatic energy of the crystal. Colloquially put,

by ‘‘opening up’’ the structure one looses the favorable ‘‘�’’

energy, but saves on the ‘‘+/+’’ and ‘‘�/�’’ unfavorable contri-

butions.

The sizes of the crystals can be controlled from several tens of

nanometres up to several microns (see Fig. 21) by the addition

of excess NPs of either polarity. The measurements of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 22 (a) Schematic representation of nanoparticles, crystals, and core-shell (‘‘Russian Doll’’) crystals used for amplified sensing. The fornulas on the

right give the structures of the thiols coating the NPs, and also of two dithiols used to crosslink the crystals. One of the dithiols shown can be ‘‘cut’’ by

hydroxyl ions; the other is cut by enzymes such as Trypsin or Proteinase K. (b) Procedure of amplified chemical sensing using nanoparticle supracrystals.

Crystals self-assemble from oppositely charged NPs (i) and are soluble in water (ii). These crystals gain permanence and become water-insoluble when

they are cross-linked with dithiols containing cleavable groups (see examples in a) (iii). When a specific analyte is added, the cross-links are chemically

cut, and the crystals disintegrate into individual nanoparticles (iv). Reprinted with permission from ref. 228. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

KGaA, 2010.
z- potential indicate that the excess NPs ‘‘terminate’’ crystal

growth by forming protective shells around the growing aggre-

gates (see Section 4.2.1) – although the particles in these shells are

all like-charged, the interactions between them are effectively

screened, and the shells are stable.

It should be noted that crystallization of particles having

different sizes and or charges remains problematic. In the former

case, the NPs prefer to phase separate rather than co-crystallize.

In the latter, the NPs often precipitate even if the charge ratios

are small rational numbers – the reasons for this behavior are still

not fully understood.

4.3.6 Chemical amplifiers and ‘‘Russian Doll’’ nanoparticle

crystals. Three-dimensional crystals made of charged nano-

particles we have seen in the previous Section are soluble in

water. When, however, these crystals are placed in a solution of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
dithiol molecules, HS-(CH2)n-SH, the thiol groups covalently

crosslink the nearby particles on the crystal’s surface and thus

make these crystals stable in aqueous media.228 The crystals

reinforced in this way offer some unique opportunities for

engineering nanostructured materials. When stabilized by ana-

lyte-specific cross-linkers (dithiols with groups prone to cleavage

upon reaction with analyte molecules) such crystals are still

stable in pure water, but rapidly dissolve when specific molecules

are present in solution (see ref. 228 and Fig. 22). Each of such

crystals can be depicted as a ‘‘balloon’’ with a thin protecting skin

(composed of few layers of NPs cross-linked on the crystal’s

surface), while the vast majority of NPs inside it remain

uncrosslinked and thus water soluble. Upon addition of specific

analyte which ‘‘cuts’’ the cross-linkers, millions of individual NPs

from inside of the crystal are liberated. These NPs adsorbing

strongly in the visible regime give rise to pronounced color
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344 | 1339



Fig. 23 (a–d) AB6-type binary crystals. Positive (green, radius 0.36 mm) and negative (red, 1.16 mm) PMMA-particles in TBAB-containing CHB-

decalin, forming a structure with AB6 stoichiometry. (a) Unit cell and (b–d) confocal images and models of different ab-projections. The arrow indicates

a ‘‘missing’’ particle. All scale bars are 4 mm. (e–h) AB-type binary crystals. Charged (red, radius 1.16 mm) and uncharged (green, 0.36 mm) PMMA-

particles in CHB-decalin. Confocal images of (e, f) NaCl-type- and (g, h) NiAs-type crystal. Reprinted by permission from Macmillian Publishers Ltd:

Nature, 2003.30
change, easily observed with a naked eye. The most important

feature of this system is the amplification of the disassembly

process – only few molecules of analyte are needed to ‘‘cut’’

several ‘‘holes’’ in the crystal’s ‘‘skin’’ in order to liberate several

millions of nanoparticles.

The same concept can be extended to ‘‘nanoionic’’ core-shell

crystals. In this case, NP crystals stabilized with cross-linker ‘‘A’’

can be used as seeds for ‘‘epitaxial’’ growth of an additional

crystalline layer (see Fig. 22a). Such crystals can then be again

stabilized with dithiol crosslinkers, ‘‘B’’. As formed ‘‘Russian

doll’’ NP crystals with the core and the shell stabilized with

different types of dithiols allow for stepwise release of the outer

and the inner NPs (upon exposure to analytes cutting, respec-

tively, dithiols B and A). One practical application of these

nanostructures could be in targeted drug delivery whereby the

crystals release parts of their NP cargo only if they travel through

specific concentration ‘‘landscapes’’ of the analytes (see ref. 228

for details).

4.3.7 Ionic colloidal crystals. Our discussion would be

incomplete without highlighting the recent and exciting devel-

opments in the assembly of charged colloids. While, technically

speaking, these particles do not qualify as nanoparticles (by NSF

definition, ‘‘nano’’ pertains to objects smaller than 100 nm229),

these submicrometer particles allow for precise tailoring the
1340 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 1316–1344
balance between electrostatic and vdW forces as well as for direct

visualization of the assembled structures (e.g., by confocal

microscopy230).

Many of these systems were developed by the van Blaaderen

group and comprised polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)231 and/

or silica30 particles in a mixture of bromocyclohexane and cis-

decaline that matches the refractive index of the particles and

eliminated van der Waals forces.231 The magnitudes and the

range of electrostatic interactions were controlled by the addition

of a salt like tetrabuthylammonium bromide (TBAB). In apolar

solvents, TBAB could not only regulate the screening length, but

also reverse the polarity of PMMA particles from positive to

negative at moderate salt concentrations (see ref. 232, 233 for

details); silica particles were always negatively charged. Elec-

trophoretic mobility experiments allowed estimating surface

charge densities on the particles (e.g., Z ¼ +110 for 1.08 mm

PMMA spheres in the presence of 60 mM TBAB) that were small

enough to prevent irreversible particle aggregation.

Similarly-sized particles (�1 mm) crystallized into a CsCl type

structure. Particles having considerably different sizes (L- large,

S- small) could crystallize into several lattices depending on the

experimental conditions. For example, at 120 mM concentration of

TBAB, positive and negative PMMA particles (d+¼ 0.36 mm and

d� ¼ 1.16 mm) formed a LS6 lattice (see Fig. 23a–d) with large

spheres arranged on a face-centered orthorhombic lattice, one
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



small sphere occupying each of the tetrahedral holes, and four

small spheres located in each of the octahedral holes. Interestingly,

the same system only in the slightly lower ionic strength crystal-

lized into a LS8 lattice. However, when no salt was added and small

particles had no surface charge while large particles retained

a small charge, the same system was found to crystallize into a LS

structure of NaCl or NiAs type (see Fig. 23e–g).

We note that charged colloids offer some practical advantages

over small, charged nanoparticles. For one, these particles can be

made very monodisperse facilitating crystallization. They can be

manipulated with optical tweezers234 and can be arranged in

desired patterns or structures with which to study epitaxial

growth of colloidal crystals.235,236 Also, they can be imaged by

various microscopic modalities including confocal microscopy

allowing for the direct reconstruction of the crystal’s internal

structure.

4.3.8 Nanoscale self-assembly driven by electrostatic interac-

tions—coda. Electrostatic self-assembly at the nanoscale is far

from trivial: Solvent, temperature, screening length, surface

adsorption/intercalation of surfactants, counter/coion sizes and

many other factors all contribute to the final outcome, which in

some cases can be quite counterintuitive.
5. Conclusions and outlook

In summary, it is our hope that the examples presented in this

Review, both theoretical and experimental, illustrate the versa-

tility of electrostatic forces in controlling aggregation and self-

assembly of nanoscale structures. While a significant amount of

fundamental work has been done to quantify electrostatic

interactions, the nanoscale still remains a relatively unexplored

region where discoveries await. The role of nanoscience is to

apply known forces in the design of new nanomaterials, but

unfortunately, because of the complexities unique to this size

regime, most theoretical justifications come a posteriori. This

does not necessarily arise due to the inaccuracy or computational

limitations of nano-electrostatic models (although this field

continues to develop and improve), but rather to the large

disconnect which often exists between those who develop the

theory and those who perform the experiments. We hope that, at

least in part, this Review will serve as a primer for experimen-

talists curious about the fundamentals of nanoscale electrostatics

and for theorists curious about experimental practice. The

rational engineering of nanoscale assemblies via electrostatic

interactions is only possible when these two perspectives work

closely together and support one another.
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